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INTRODUCTION
Linda B. RLsenthal

Critical thinking and
problem solving skills have
now, as I understand lt, been

identified as two of those
skills determined to be as basic as the "3 R's" reading,

'riting and lithmetic. Therefore, one could argue very
convincingly that they must
be taught in our classrooms
as a part of our curriculum.

The mission of our
community colleges is very

clear. No matter how one
looks at it, we are the best
public institution to deal with

the educational needs of
adults. We cannot expect
these adults to return to elementary or high school buildings to learn what they missed

either through their own fault
or someone else's. We can-

not expect them to benefit

Letter to the Editor
Dear Dr. Malena:
Recently I saw a copy of Vision '89. Since my husband taught at Phoenix College in the English Department in the early '60s and since I attended PC and earned
my BA and MA from Arizona State University, I read the
magazine with care. I enjoyed it. I saw the segment on
"Point of View" and asked Mary Phillips to write up her

area of responsibilityshe had a 96% retention rate in
the fall semester.
Enclosed is a write-up from our college that I hope
your readers might enjoy.
Nancy Sandberg, EdD
Dean of Instruction and Student Development
Paul D. Camp Community College
Franklin, Virginia

Definition of At-Risk-Student
At-risk students at Paul D. Camp Community College
face complex obstacles which make persistence to graduation difficult. Their obstacles usually include:
1.

from a philosophy or history
course unless they have the
basic skills to apply to their

2.
3.

studies. If people think the

5.
6.
7.

community college is not the

place to teach these skills,
they are only tooling themselves. It is, I believe, a vital

part of our mission as it responds to an adult educational need. How long and
how much we will need to
provide will depend on many
factors which we may not be
but teach
able fc control
basic skills we must.
Having said that teach-

ing these skills is a necessary part of our curriculum. I
would ask the experts our
faculty
to accomplish it. I
would hope that our instructional program and uervices
will be altered where neces-

sant to achieve the desired
outcome. Only through constant and continuous modifi-

cations of our courses and
programs will we be effective
in responding to our constituents. We will then be truly the

educational institution that
knows its mission and does
its very best to accomplish it
for its community.
Linda B. Ro-nnthal, BS,
MA, la a member the Mari.

cops Community Colleges

4.

Few external reinforcements for college plans.
Income less than $5,000 per year.
Being academically underprepared.
Needing child care.
Being a single parent.
Needing assistance with transportation to classes.
Being a first-generation college student

Needs of At-Risk Students:
At-risk students at PDCCC typically need financial
assistance, remedial instruction, strong support for their
college plans, a thorough explanation of non-academic

procedures. counseling in realistic self-appraisal and
goal-setting and assistance with developing a positive
self-concept.

College Strategies for Helping At-Risk Students:
PDCCC has a strong institutional commitment to
helping ALL students succeed. The faculty and staff are

particularly sensitive to the unique challenges at-risk
students face. In response to those challenges, the
college has aggressively initiated a number of programs

which help at-risk students. Strategies to help at-risk
students include: a college-wide mentoring program,
pre-developmental classes to help lower-functioning
students receive specialized instruction, flexibility in
scheduling of classes for working parents, Gender Equity
Programs which assist over 150 women with child care,
transportation, tuition and support services, workshops
tor students in goal setting and self-appraisal, continuous

workshops to help faculty improve student's self-concept, assistance with GED preparation, tutoring and
cultural enrichment activities. Most importantly, the college has a caring faculty and staff who provide positive
reinforcement and support to at-risk students.

Governing Board.
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HELLO! Spring is upon us! It is

dresses the issue of what critical think-

the time for renewal and beginning

ing is and where is should be taught.
The introduction by Linda B. Rosen-

again. The first journal is now history.

thal comments that the community

As I reflect back, this happened be-

college is THE place for the instruction
of critical thinking; indeed, the mission

cause of the wonderful efforts of some
outstanding people. They have helped
create this issue, too, so that the quality

is consistent with the goal we set.
They deserve some special recognition.
The journal board deserves special thanks for its efforts. Additionally,
Alan Church, editorial assistant and

right hand man to me, worked very
hard to make each article perfect. His
editing skills are truly reflected in this

issue. Peg Galligan, the legs of the
operation, was a tireless "go-fer" who
ran everywhere to get us all the things
we needed at the last minute. She has
done all the paperwork that this effort
entails.

It was my pleasure to receive

of the college is to teach students to
think critically and to solve problems.
Following that are four viewpoints addressing that issue. Roy C. Amrein
gives a college board member's per-

spective. Mike Morgan addresses
where to teach it; Anna So !ley stresses

a complete curriculum approach; and
Ann Mahoney focuses on philosophy
as the discipline in which to instruct it.
Jill R. Seymour annotates a bibliography of resources on critical thinking.
Articles in this issue of Vision '90
deal with eclectic issues in the college
setting. Collaborative learning is dis-

cussed by Julie Ann Wambach; W.
Bradley Kincaid explains the use of
learning cycles and reasoning skills in

several phone calls and letters from
community colleges around the coun-

teaching biology concepts. "Want to

try. The callers praised us for the effort

Butler offers ideas for injecting enthusiasm in a writing class. Antonio Blasi

of creating a journal to address com-

munity college interests and for the
quality of the product they received.
Many asked to contribute future articles; others asked to be part of the
reviewing process. At this point, the
journal will remain an endeavor of this
district only. That is not to say that this
will always be the policy. We appreci-

ate the comments and praise, and
because of this interest, know that we
are on the right track.

Because of the response to the
last issue's "Point of View" on the "AtRisk" student, we have added a new

column to this journal, Letters to the
Editor. This column will allow all of you

to share in the points of view expressed.

This issue's focus on CRITICAL
THINKING as the center for dialogue
was selected because of faculty interest on this important topic. Students
with the ability to think critically are in
great demand not only here but in the
community. Teaching critical thinking
was for a time considered impossible,
but that notion has been refuted by the
recent research of Ruggiero, Steinberg, Kurfiss, and others.

The "Point of View" column ad-

Add Some Adrenalin?" by William

describes some effective learning
strategies from his jazz history class
that are applicable to other content
areas. Concerns about the learning

Notes from

the Editor
Richard F. Malena

environment and its implications for
the adult learner are the topics discussed by René Diaz-Lefebvre, and
Susan Starrfield offers findings on
research to enlighten us on student
evaluations.

Lastly, but certainly not least, is
the appointment of three new board
members who will take office in the
fall: Don Richardson from Phoenix
College, Susan Starrfield from South
Mountain Community College, and
Nancy Pittman from Mesa Community College.

PUTTING

VALUE IN
EVALUATION:

am-_.....0.1.

,
Adit.
'NW

tant to faculty and students in a course.

You might also compare your own
strengths and weaknesses, your own
preferences and dislikes with the ratings
of a large sample.
When each criterion was ranked and
averaged by both faculty and students,

inflow.

were anticipating good grades in the
course. However, a research meta-analy-

At the end of each semester, your

students will be asked to evaluate your
course. They will be asked to rate the
effectiveness of your instructional practices and activities and your attitudes and
behaviors. In a Gallup poll, college instructors expressed a great skspticism of the

A REVIEW

effectiveness of student evaluations
(Phoenix Gazette. 1989). The sample
polled thought that students were not

OF TOE

adequately prepared to evaluate instruction. They also thought that students might
not be objective. For example, they might
give an instructor a good evaluation if they

RESEARCH
SUSAN STARRFIELD

sis of 31 studies of student evaluations
found that most of the time both students
and faculty use the same criteria in their
evaluations. In other words, when the
results of 31 research studies (meta-analysis) were compared, it was found that what

students thought was most valuable in a
course was also perceived by instructors
to be valuable in a course (Feldman, 1988).

The average correlation was about the
same in 2 and 4 year institutions. Thus,
there is a positive relationship between
what students and faculty value.
Let us exarn.ne some of the findings of

this study and other studies to help you
gain confidence in the student evaluation
credibility and '.o ascertain the similarities

and differences between what is impor-

these were the "Top Ten" (Feldman, 1988) :

1. Teacher's sensitivity and concern
with class level and progress.
2. Teacher's preparation; organization
of course.

3. Teacher's knowledge of that subject.
4. Teacher's stimulation of student interest in the course and its subject
matter.

5. Teacher's enthusiasm for subject
andior teaching.
6. Clarity and intelligibility.
7. Teacher's availability and helpfulness.

8. Teacher's concern and respect for
students.

9. Perceived outcome or impact of
instruction.
10. Teacher's fairness; evaluation of students; quality of e::aminations.

..1
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There was, however, great discrepancy in the way students and faculty ranked

two instructional dimensions. Students
placed much greater emphasis than faculty on an instructor being interesting or
stimulating and on an instructor having
effective elocutionary skills. Conversely,
faculty valued intellectual challenge, moti-

vation, setting high standards, and encouraging self-initiated learning to a greater

degree than did students. Both groups
agreed on the high importance of instructors being knowledgeable about the subject matter, clear and understandable, and
sensitive and concerned about class level
and progress. Of low importance, relative
to other factors, were clarity of course objectives and requirements, the personality

of the instructor, and the extent of the
instructor's research activities. Feldman
(1988) used a rank order of criteria, because he perceived from other research
that when students indicated the degree
of importance of certain characteristics,
they were in effect ranking them. When

average stamardized rank of criteria
(Feldman, 1988) is compared with that of
an earlier study by the same researcher
(Feldman, 1976) the evidence shows that
expectations have not changed over the

decade. The "Top Ten" dimensions are
almost identical in content and rank order.
What is good teaching has remained good
teaching as far as students and faculty are
concerned.

These rankings for "Top Ten" were
confirmed by another study (Erdle & Mur-

ray, 1986) which also explored the idea
that the subject matter of a course might
influence student ratings of instructional
effectiveness. It did not, "...;ndicating that

does not hold true if students are informed
of their grade in advance. Of course, students' grades and what they have learned

might just be related! Good students get
good grades and seek out good instructors (Marsh, 1984). This meta-analysis,

and yet another by McCallum (1984),
provides credence for the validity of student evaluation of instruction. Evaluations
measure actual effectiveness of instruction.
The personality of the instructor tends
to influence student ratings. Students are
attracted to instructors who are perceived
as being "warm" rather than "cold," regardless of the discipline they teach (Widmeyer

& Loy, 1988). This effect was even more
pronounced for female instructors. Students like female instructors who are both
warm and competent, although both female and male students tend to favor male
instructors over female instructors in their
ratings (Basow & Silberg. 1987; Kierstead,

D'Agostino, & Dill, 1988). Therefore, ad-

ministrators might consider the bias of
ratings in favor of male instructors when
looking at faculty evaluations.

It is also encouraging to note that
impressions are flexible and influential.
Students modify their first impression of
the instructor over time. Their ratings are
unbiased by initial expectations (Gigliotti,
1987), unless they are barred from a fair
chance of being successful and achieving
a good grade. The results of two studies
support the "Looking Glass Self" theory of
sociologist Charles Horton Cooley which
states that individuals form self-concepts

on the basis of how they perceive that
people are viewing them. In other words,
we see ourselves based on how we think

what makes an 'effective instructor' is

others see us. The pexeptions which

roughly the same regardless of academic

instructors have about how students evalu-

discipline" (p. 125). Differences were found,

ate them can, in turn, influence their in-

however, when observations were made
of teaching behaviors. Faculty ir the arts

structional behavior (Feldman & Prohaska,

and humanities were found to exhibit more

behaviors associated with interpersonal
orientation, while teachers in the natural
sciences demonstrated behaviors associated with task orientation. Those in the

social sciences had a balance of both
orientations (Erdle & Murray, 1986), None-

theless, student ratings were not influ
enced by these behaviors.

What seems to influence students'
ratings is their perceived learning (Baird,
1987). Baird suggests that students rate
instructors according to how much they

believe they have learned rather than
according to their anticipated grades. This

1979). Also, the students' impressions of
how an instructor feels toward them influences the ratings which students give to
instructors. The relationship between the

instructor and the stud.int was a good
predictor of student ratings (cooper, Stewart, & Grundykunst, 1982).
The research on evaluation of instructional effectiveness is quite reassuring. It
tends to demonstrate the following:
1. Students and faculty agree on what
is important in instruction, although

students value interpersonal criteria more than faculty and faculty
value cognitive criteria more than
students.

2. The same criteria have oeen valued
by students and faculty for a decade.

3. Students base their evaluations on
the perceived value of what they
have learned. Grades are n at a
significant basis for evaluation it
grades are fairly awarded.

4. Students rate faculty whom they
perceive as warm and competent
more highly than those faculty who

they perceive as cold and less
competent.
5. The interaction between student and
faculty affects ratings. A positive
relationship yields a higher rating.
The evidence from the research sup-

ports both the reliability and validity of
student ratings of an instructor's effectiveness. You. as an instructor, can trust the
motivation and objectivity of your students
knowing that you and your students agree
on the imporlant components of good instruction. Evaluations can be confidently

used by both faculty and administrators
for comparison, prediction, and improvement of instruction.
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When was the last time you en-

existing college structures to provide
greater depth and integration (Smith,

countered a g-oup of students in the cafetena or hbrary involved in a lively discussion of ideas and issues generated from a
college course? I am not referring to college life survival questions such as which

1989). Depending on the model, learning
communities may or may not provide collaborative learning, but collaborative learnng does build communities of learners

instructors give less homework. or who
has a used text for less than the college
bookstorg. I mean a student-initiated interchange of information and speculation

methods that encourage students to work
together, rather than compete. Cooperative learning provides students with tasks
in which two or more peers are "allowed,
encouraged, or required to work together"
in order to assist one another to learn, and

beyond the text and lecture. Collaborative
learning holds unique womise for commu-

Cooperative learning

focuses on

nity college students to become so en-

are rewarded for being interdependent

gaged Instructors who wish to try collaborative learning need to plan carefully and

with other students (SI. win. 1983, p. 431).

recognize that collaborative learning
stands opposed to mi ich of traditional
instruction Neither students nor instruc.

tors find collaborative learning immedi
ately easy or comfortable.
(4.

II a I) ()

In this article. I will discuss (1) what
collaborative learning is. (2) some adapta-

tions required of those considering collaborative learning, and (3) some evaluation formats unique to collaborative learning. The last section will include examples
from my college small group communica-

tions classes that utilize collaborative
learning as both course method and con
tent. Not only is collaborative learning the
strategy I use to teach group communications. but the course emphasizes learned
communication skills necessary for collaboration

In our educational system that emphasizes competition, cooperation is not easy
for either the student or instructor. Coop-

eration is part of collaborative learning,
but collaborative learning goes even further.

Learning*
Confront ing
(t.

Collaborative learning requires
students to confront the difficulties of
working with others who bring various
interests, perspectives, and skills to a
task that demands group members'

input. Regardless of
the class content, the
skills stressed in col-

ernment, business'
and social life. Most de-

Collaborative Learning
Several educational terms are associ-

ated with collaborative learning. Active
teaming means a student is doing more
than listening to lectures, reading text
materials, and taking tests. So long as
there is class discussion, active learning

irk*

laborative learning are
basic to American gov-

Julie Ann Wambach

cisions that affect the electorate, or the
corporate entity-at-large, or the constitu-

ents of our society are made by peer
groups. Community colleges provide very
few opportunities for what Richard Rorty

While some use the term synonymously

called "communities of knowledgeable
peers" (cited in Bruffee. 1984). Seldom
are students required to think together,
confront problems together, and work
together to seek solutions to commonly

with collaborative learning (Hamlin &

shared concerns.

can be said to be taking place - even if the
Instructor is more active than the students.

Janssen. '1987. Nanda. 1985) active learn-

ing can occur alone (Benware & IDeci,
1984). Traditiohally. science instructors
expect students in labs to learn actively
unaided by other student; (Gilbert, 1984).
Active learning is not necessarily collaborative learning, but collaborative learning
requires students to be active.
Learning communities include a variety of ways to link existing courses under

Required Adaptations
It is a mistake to put students into a
group. give them a task, and then wait for
their product. They will needlessly flounder as they attempt to accomplish that for

which they are unprepared. You can be
sure students will immediately complain
(Hamlin &Janssen. 1987). Instructors need
10 present a clear task statement. proce-

dure guidelines, expected outcomes, and
evaluation criteria. Task statements should

be written and include questions to be
answered (Weiner, 1986). A geology class

group may be asked to identify specific
rocks. A history class group may be required to assess the immediate and more

of Lincoln's
assassination. Procedure guidelines in-

long-term

impacts

clude the means by which the task can be

"To learn collaboratively,

students need to trust

classmates who will
affect their grade in the
class."

significantly higher scores on conceptual
learning. Compared to the self-reported
responses of the "to test" students, the uto
teach" students ranked their experience in
the experiment as significantly more inter-

esting, enjoyable. al

were willing to

participate again. Ask students to collaborate on learning information to teach their
classmates, and you may find they learn
concepts better and look fonvard to learning more.

Classroom management is also
unique in collaborative learning (Sandburg,

n.d.; Weiner, 1986). Instructors need to
plan student movement into and out of
groups, set tirnelines, encourage everyone to participate, and cover some basic
communication suggestions, e.g. , support
others, ask others to justify solutions, ask

others to use examples, extend others
answers (Johnson, Johnson, Holuber, &

completed. How does a political scientist
compare forms of government? How does

Roy, 1984).

a chemist determine the makeup of a labo-

Evaluating Collaborative Learning
Students and instructors who have

ratory solution? Expected outcomes can

include various products. A completed
worksheet, a group composed essay, an
oral report or demonstration by the group
recorder or all group members are appropriate for different class tasks. Evaluation
criteria should be specific for both the final
product and the participation in the collaborative effort. In accounting and mathematics. the procedures may demonstrate
an understanding beyond the less-thanpenect final answer. What contribution to
the final product is each student expected
to make?
To learn collaboratively, students need

to trust classmates who will affect their
grade in the class. Collaborative learning
is best when students are willing to challenge one another, and students will do

that only when they have confidence in
themselves and others in the group. With
planning, an instructor can build group
cohesiveness into the tasks, procedure
guidelines, and evaluation criteria.
Since the first assignment sets the
tone for the succeeding work, consider a
group project to learn specific material and

teach it to the rest of the class. Benware
and Deci (1984) reported a small study
that confirmed what most instructors al-

been part of our educational system are
not prepared to abandon traditional grading formats. This means instructors who
use collaborative learning may select a
grading system that is more complex than
most. A summary of studies on cooperative learning concluded that group rewards
and individual accountability consistently
increased student academic achievement
more than control methods (Slavin, 1983).
Presently, include both, but I still emphasize individual rewards. Because my grading system is different from what students

have known, they struggle with a final
grade that is 20-27% group reward and

73-80% individual accountability and
reward.

Group rewards include one opportunity to excel in group work over individual
work, and two group grades. Near the end
of the semester, I tell students what will be
included in the second written test, for it
covers a broad range of material. The test
is worth 10% of the final grade. The first
part of the test (30 po;nts) they must take

alone; the second part (70 points) they
may take alone or as a group. The best
way to prepare for the second portion is for
each group member to become the expert

ready know. They compared students who

on a portion of the material. Those who

learned material in order to be tested to

have learned their group communications

those who learned to teach others. The lo
test" students received the same score as

the 10 teach" students on rote learning.

skills during the semester find this test
challenging but not beyond the group's
ability. Those who take the test alone

The "to teach students, however. received

seldom do well.

I1

A group grade is the same for everyone in the group. The criteria for group
grades goes beyond individual expecta-

ual assignments. Those who come to class

tions. Did the group devote its time to work
or did members just fool around? Did the

Students take the first test, worth 5%,
alone, and they also do a paper, worth

group stay on schedule or was it consistently behind? Did group members share
equally in the work or did some members
carry a heavier load? Does the final product meet all the required information? Is

15% of the final grade. The grade distribution, then, shapes up as follows:
Individual
row
Assignment

the final product in correct form or does the
group still not understand the assignment?

Three projects in group communications
include group grades and they account for
a total of 20% oi the final grade. Students
may inclurie an additional 7%, if they take
the seconi portion of the second test as a
group.

I disagree with Hamlin and Janssen

and participate well are rewarded by the
instructor and by peer participation grades.

Project 1

05%

05%

Small
Assignments

05%

10%

05%

Test 1

Project 2

10%

Paper

10%
15%

(1987) who claim there is no way to control

disinterested, non-participating students.
The individual accountability I build into
my grading scheme makes a difference.
Participation in my group communication
class is 10% of the final grade. Six of this
10% are based on peer evaluations. This
means students receive 6% of their final
grade from their peers. I have had stu-

Test 2

dents who dropped class early in the

Attendance

semester when their peers gave them a
"D" or "F," and others who immediately
improved their group performance. Because collaboration cannot be learned in
any way other than by doing it, I also attach
15% of the final grade to attendance. Stu-

dents begin with A+ and their grade goes
down with each absence. It takes virtually
no class time to pass a roll sheet for students to sign next to their name.
The second written test includes 70
points which students may do either alone
or as a group. Group members have the
option of telling classmates, who have not

done their part, that they must take the
second portion alone. The impact of hearing this from one's peers goes far beyond

7% of the test grade. I always talk with
each ousted student to make this painful
lesson a constructive one. The students
who tell their classmates they cannot
participate also learn about standing up
for their rights and conveying face-to-face

evaluations which are often difficult to
express.
Individualrewards include attendance
grades, participation grades, and individ-

07%

03%

Participation

Instructor Graded

04%

Peer Graded

06%
15%

Final Comment
Kenneth Bruffee (1984) noted that
interest in collaborative learning has been
more theoretical than pedagogically practical. Traditional education provides serious obstacles to the use of collaborative

learning. It is difficult for students to engage in Bruffee's "conversation of mankind" when lectures are still the primary
teaching method. It is difficult for students
to believe in a group product when many
instructors construe such activity as cheating. It is difficult for students to trust class
mates when grades have almost always
been a measure of individual excellence;
the best academic students find my group

communication class most trying. Yet. I
am convinced that only when we offer
collaborative learning opportunities will
students generalize their group experiences to their lives outside the college
the cafeteria, the library, the job, and the
community.
(Continued on page 25)

the reader know what to expect in the
As a semester of essays winds
down, have you wished you could give
classroom activity a little extra zing? Me
too. My students write eight essays over
an 8-week course and need to recharge

their batteries before tackling the term

want
to
add
some

paper. So for a change
of pace, I assign an ar-

gumentation/persua

sion five paragraph
essay that gets their

attention and produces some remarkable dynamics Unlike
the other essays. this
one is oral and makes
members of two fivestudent teams responsible for one paragraph
each. Both teams have

ensuing paragraphs. and gives the writer
a framework upon which to build. I instruct
the team leaders to compose the opening
of their debates similarly, by getting the
central paragraph topic sentences for the
essay blueprint from the team members
responsible for them. This ensues from

two or three lively classroom sessions
when separate teams meet in the four
corners of the classroom to exchange
thoughts. With twenty or more students,
two debates back-to-back are ey and
fun, each group of pro and con teams
providing an audience for the other.
The three central paragraphs get all
team members into the library. As I beat
drums and wave flags to get their competitive juices flowing. I am amazed at how
gung-ho the teams get to find statistics.
authoritative statements, or other data to

IN

ADR
to a
(yawn)
essay
writin
class?

the same subject. ar-

ping pro or conin
other words. they debate. Team leaders introduce the argument.

three members present individual items of

support. and a final
member wraps it up
with a strong close.
This oral essay stirs
up the doldrums in my
classes just as it can in

any class, not exclusive of those where
written composition is
not a requirement.

The team leader
is the spark plug for
the group. but team
spirit comes from all
members taking part
in the process. including choosing the

William Butler

leader, I do not know if it is peer recognition of leadership qualities, or if it is leadership qualities themselves that rise to the

occasion, but a strong leader always
emerges. As Bailey. Powell and Shuttleworth (1986) outline, the opening paragraph of an essay begins with an attention-getter. contains a central idea or thesis. includes a blueprint or game plan to let

support their position. To make sure they
can come up with something quickly. I use
subjects taken from the quick reference
guide of the Social Issues Resources Series (SIRS) and suggest those volumes as

a good place to start. They do not stop
there. though. and I am gratified at how
quickly they get into other researchlimited of course, but after all, this is only ENG
101.

The final team member works up the
"close In the first class of the semester, I
reassure apprehensive students by telling
them right out of Bailey et al. (1986) that It

is easy to write essays: "Just tell them
what you are going to tell them, tell them,
and then tell them what you told them." So
on this assignment. I instruct the teams to
work together closely so their presentations can conclude with a final speaker's
summary that includes a vigorous, positive assertion of their point, pro or con. I
stress that the last presentation must wrap
up their argument with force so the audience does not just respond with "so what"
or "Flo hum," My final words: "Nail the lid on

the keg and if you do feel you are going
down, at least go down in flames"
This oral presentation is not a first lime

experience for my class because I have

six students each week present their
essays from the lectern in conjunction with

regular peer critiquing that the class conducts. This activity has several plus factors: frequently the ear hears what the eye
does not perceive: the students receive
broadened exposure to writing techniques
of their classmates: the class gets better
acquainted and a feeling of unity develops: finally. self -confidence builds and a
sense of poise becomos apparent
The team presentation is voluntary.
but I have never had a student decline.
Once the teams are formed, they become
self-sustaining with members helping each
other in lively interaction. When the debate is over, I ask all students to give me
feedback on the activity in a report they
can sign or not as they choose. In 4 years,
they have all signed strong, positive state-

came apparent in the debate
session. It was also an eyeopener. personally. My topic was

for euthanasia. Going into the
debate. I was against euthanasia:

atter researching the topic, I am

now for it under certain conditions I felt that by speaking in
front ot an audience trying to persuade them. I was better able to

realize how you persuade your
reader in an essay. It was a won-

derful way to end the class sessions. I am glad I was part of it.
When the debates end, I tell the class,
"Everyone who participated in the debates.
raise your hand." They all have, of course,

so they all raise their hands. Then I say,

mentsall but one. a lone dissenter You

-Now reach around and pat yourselves on

hate to have not favorably impressed that
one, but a unanimous poll may not be as
credible. Some examples of student reactions are revealing. As one student, whose
topic was euthanasia. described:
Shaky and nervous, I went up to

the back, because you're all winners!"

the debate table. my notes

feel like winners, you might consider an
oral, five-paragraph argumentation/per-

clutched in my hand. Butterflies
danced in my stomach and I had
difficulty breathing. Soon we were

delivering our arguments and I
was next: I didn't really know how
to say what I wanted to say, but I
tried the best I could and soon the

They all Jhuckle, and then they all do.

If you want a new assignment for a
change of pace, if you want to add some
extra zing to a course, if you want to get all
of your students involved and make them

suasion essay. Even if you do not require
written assignments in your course, such
an organized debate over topics covered
during the semester can serve to reanimate your students in a fun and challeng-

ing way. Try ityou may like it.

nervousness went away Emotions became very heated and
found myself getting angry at my

opposing classmates! It was a
good debate and I agree there are

both good and bad things about
euthanasia. Afterwa-js, we congratulated each other arid laughed

about how upset we got. Even
now I think up rebuttals and argu-

ments about the debate. I think
this has increased my reasoning
capacity.
Another student had this to say about the
subject:
This class had student juices flow-

ing and many personalities be
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Like any instructor, I use specific
learning activities to help me attain my
educational goals. In teaching a jazz music

class, composed of a majority of nonmusic majors, I find the following techniques increase student involvement and
retention in my classes. One such technique I use is study groups. These study

groups with oral class reports give students active learning experiences. Another technique I use is a written checklist

that guides student response to my lecture or a musical selection, thus ensuring
analysis and application of key concepts.
When testing, I administer open-option
examinations which seem to reduce anxiety and motivate students to study. These
tools improve student involvement in my

jazz classes yet can be adapted to fit in
many disciplines.

EFFECTIVE LEARNING
STRATEGIES IN A

JAll

Study groups provide students with
opportunities to study portions of their
texts in class, material which time constraints would otherwise prevent them from
reading. I form the study groups during the
first class session and explain to the class

how the groups are to work. Each study
group elects a leader who is responsible
for delegating my assignments to their
group. These leaders also work with me to

develop the schedule for oral presentations. To assure effective learning, I set
time limits for each study session. Each
group works together to read and study
their group's assignment and to plan their

HISTORY
COURSE AND THEIR
POSSIBLE APPLICATION
TO OTHER

presentation. At the conclusion of each
presentation, I elaborate on their reports
and make concluding remarks ensuring
that the class has all of the information I
want covered on each topic. This reporting allows group members to share information they have read with the entire class

and also gives them an opportunity to
develop or sharpen their speaking skills.
With my encouragement, many gradually
become more confident about speaking in
front of their peers.

SUBJECT

To encourage students to analyze and
apply class material. I devised an activity
for each class period around a checklist.
The checklist is an outline of theoretical

AREAS

and aesthetic principles discussed in class.

Antonio Blasi

such as rhythm, meter, and text. When
using it. students focus their attention on
particular aspects of the checklist while
either music,
listening to a stimulus
lecture, or other material. As they are
concentrating on the stimulus, they indicate on the checklist the principle they
think labels or defines the stimulus. At
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Figure 1
AESTHETICS

RHYTHM

(Patterns of Long and Short Sounds)

Listening to this music makes me:

Long Sounds (When?)
Short Sounds (When?)

Excited
Relaxed
Other

"" represents a long
sound: "," represents a

short sound
Draw signs for the rhythm
patterns you hear in the
space below

To use a metaphor for my feelings.
this music is:
Serious
Sacred/relig ous
Tells a story
Majestic
Broad
Military
Sad
Gloomy

May change for the same
meter

Polyrhythm = more than
one rhythm pattern at the
same time

METER (Pulses per Measure)

DDark
ramatic

Exciting
Restless

Strong pulse/weak beats

Duple = pulses grouped
by 2s
Trip; = pulses grouped by
3s

Compound

=

BHrai gpitoty

Cheerful
Dreamy
Tender
Sentimental
Quiet
Soothing

pulses

grouped by 6s or 9s
Irregular = pulses grouped

by 55, 7s, or lls
May change (when?)
Polymeter = several meters simultaneously

Med up
Daixim

Straight ahead
which color?
a color

TEXT (Words)
Does the music fit the text?
Strophic = same music tor

When?

each verse of text
Is there a chorus or refrain
in the text?
Through-composed = the
text or music does not
repeat

times they may be asked to explain in
greater detail. The checklist also assists
me ;n lesson planning. When a particular

item is not being selected by students
using the checklist. I change my instruc-

tional emphasis to elaborate on it (see
figure 1 above).
My main goal in using the checklist is
to develop each student's aesthetic sensitivity. The aesthetic categories consist of
metaphors and descriptive phrases deal-

ing with aesthetic awareness. Students
check the phrases which best correspond
to their feelings about the music I play for
them in class and of the images the music
invokes for them, I also try to get them to
expand on their responses verbally. Aes-

thetic theory is included as a quiz item.
Aesthetic responses are also an element
of the student's written critiques. Through

these means the quantity and quality of
students aesthetic responses improves,

Checklists can be created for any subject area that has learning objectives that
require either critical thinking or aesthetic
awareness. For example, a history lesson
could incorporate a list of principles that
were basic to a period or movement. As

students listened to a lecture or some
other stimulus, they could check the pertinent items that correspond to the historical principles discussed in that class.

subject is highlighted, students are more
likely to remember it. This practice also
seems to promote greater student interest
in the subject matter.
Students learn better when they actively participate in learning_ This includes
comprehensive practice in analyzing and

applying factual information, and in my
course, the cultivation of aesthett aware-

A short-answer, open-option exami-

ness I accomplish these goals by using a
combination of study groups, checklists.

nation format is an effective means of

and open-option examinations. In addi-

evaluating student learning. Open-option
testing allows students to choose which

tion , an analysis of the responses to check-

test questions they will answer from a
larger list. By analyzing previously administered exams, I can ascertain which items

are consistently being selected. This
analysis also helps me to identify those
questions the majority of students avoid.
This gives an indication of which course
objectives are being met. I can then concentrate my inr" ction on these items.
Open-option testing allows students
to respond to items to which they attach
personal meaning. This generates positive attitudes toward the examination proc.

ess. During a semester. I constantly advise students to highlight information in
the lesson content that appeals to them: if
something that is initially attractive about a

lists and examinations assists me in lesson planning and test construction. These

tools can be successfully employed by
any instructor who has a teaching philosophy similar to mine.
Antonio Blasi is a Substitute instructor of Music
fur Maricopa Community Colleges. He has BAs in
Mu5Ic and Music Education from the University of
Washington. and Is working on an EdD in Music
Education at Arizona State University. Blasi is a
member of the College Music Society and Music
Edorators National Conference and is an adjudica
tor for the Arizona Interscholastic Association. Amy
ing in the Mancopa Community Col/Ages in 1988 as
a part time Instructor for Glendale Community Col
lege Blasi has taught et been a substitute for Jazz ill
AmerrCa. Music Theory. Introduction te Music Bus,
Hess and other music courses

Recently, I was asked
where I thought thinking should

PeAcifErCAL

be taught. Although I have

THINKING

Cortex, I kept mum because I
haven't been able to find any
direct support in the literature
for my position. On the other
hand, taken as a whole, the literature has certain implications

known for some time that the
best place to teach thinking was

on my sailboat in the Sea of

that encourage my sailboat Idea

but more about that leer.
More directly, in the literature,

the issue of where and how
thinking should be taught is
framed In terms of the type of

programmatic

approach,

namely, whether an infused or
separate approach should be
used. The separate approach

involves a special course of
study, whereas in the innrsed
approach, thinking skills are
mixed into courses and taught
"across the curriculum."
Seth infused and separate

approaches have their own
special educational advantages

(Sternberg, 1987). Separate
programs (a) can maintain their

identities and avoid being MIwhelmed by curricular content,

(b) can explicitly expose the
student to thinking skills as
such, and (c) can be evaluated

independently of course
content. Infused programs (a)
don't requires separate course,
(b) teach intellectual skills in
the applied context of a course,
and (c) reinforce the point that

thinking skills are Important
throughout the curriculum.
Which of these approaches

t-,

is most effective in teaching
thinking? Well ...experience

?set,
0K.

indicates that "thinking abilities
remain limited unless faculty

Min

combine forces to cultivate

thinking skills deliberately
throughout the curriculum"
(Kurfiss, 1988 p. 91); that "stu-

dents can learn the structural
features of argumer.4, but they
must also learn the forms and
standards of evidence for each
field of study" (Kurtss, 1988, P.
13). On the other hand, there are

realistic limitations on just how
broad and deep the Infusion of

"thinking across the curriculum" can be. Faculty cannot
$
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really be expected to be experts

In their discipline and in the

teaching of thinking skills
(Sternberg. 1987). Specialists
and at least one special course

are also valuable. So, both
approaches are the most effective approach.
Separate and infused approaches also present their own
special challenges to implementation. The separate approach
requires (a) making a place for a

course In the curriculum, (b)
Instructional staff, (c) space end

facilities, and (d) an adequate

enrollment of stu*nts. An infused approath would require
facutty involvement and training across the collegium, and
eepropriate course alterations
in the curriculum. So, although
both approaches have Owl r own

special implementation problems, the political and organiza-

tional challenges of infusing
"thinking across the curriculum" are especially formidable,
i.e., "curriculum-reform" formidable. Which is to say that implementation would have to be
accomplished in settings where

faculty participation would be
voluntary; where neither the
working conditions nor the pay
of faculty would thereby be im-

grams tor training intellectual
skills could be facilitated with
the instructional assistance of
computer-based tutorials de-

ium reform, would also be

Reterences

avoided because the computerized tutorials could be used as

Kurfiss, J.G. (1988). Critical

signed to train specific intellectual skills. Faculty could assign
such tutortals as appropriate to

signments. In these ways, this
computerized tutorial approect.
has the potential to facilitate the

the goals of their course or to

implementation of efforts to

the needs of particular students.
For example, Don is working on

teach thinking across the curriculum.

a program designed to train

f,tudy of Higher Education.
Sternberg, R.F. (1987). Questions and answers about the

Returning now to the ques-

nature and teaching of think-

students how to inter the meanings of words from context a
vocabulary-acquisition skill that

tion, we see that experience

ing skills. In Baron, Joan

suPPorte the idea that thinking
should be taught everywhere in
the curriculum
as teachers
have always striven mightily to
do. What an intentional "across

Boykoff and Robert J.

Is generally much more effective than just a flash-card ap-

proach. Such training could
have very general utility across
ths curriculum. I'm working on
an informal logic module, which
deals with fallacies of explanation, relevance, ambiguity, and
sell judgement. The fallacies of
explanation would have special
applicability to science courses;

those of ambiguity to English
and communication courses;
those of relevance, to history.

"add-on," or Infused-in" as-

brings to this process is a focus

on fostering a self-conscious
kit of intellectual tools students
can use in life "across the extraCUITICUIUM." Where does this
leave me and my sailboat? Well,

I take comfort in the fact that
there is nothing in the literature

that indicates that sailboats
would not be the best place to

tions with Lite Science Associ-

instructor assistants that could

I'm best left to these thoughts

to implement a separate ap-

the extent that such tutorials

proach by starting a single

could reduce the need for addi-

course, and this is probably the

tional staff or additional pro-

most feasible way to begin

grams, cost could be reduced.
To the extent that such tutorials

rate problems associated with
the implementation of thinking
skills would be useful.

Hatred two computer simula-

rather learn thinking on my sailboat than in a classroom. But I

instruction at the curricular level
is rare" (Kurfiss, 1988, p. Se)?
it would be easier and faster

be left at that. So, any approach
that could solve or even amelio-

Based Laboratory for Introductory Psychology." He has pub-

sonal and social adjustment.
Such tutorials could serve as

position is developed, I suppose

that the development of a think-

project called "A Computer

has served on the Liberal Arts

tutorials lies in their potential to
enhance the educational power
of the instructor ang the educational access of the student. To

ing skills program should not

was a member of the CAUSE
project and developed an EDP

a very sizable percentage of
students and teachers would

The most important advan-

with "infusion" argue strongly

Mike Morgan is a Psychol-

ogy Professor kr Scottsdige
Community College. Morgan

teach thinking. And I submit that

tage to be gained from such

proach. But the Important educational advantages associated

Freeman, 1987.

political science, few, end sectAociy; and those of self judgement to counseling and to per-

responsibilities and practices.
Is it any wonder that Integrated

(Kurfiss, 1988). Traditionally,
courses in rhetoric, logic, and
philosophy have more or less
filled the bill of a separate ap-

Sternberg, Eds. Teaching
thinking skills: Theory and
practice. New York: WM.

ates and Houghton-Miffiln.
Morgan joined Scottsdale

or change existing teaching

would onii add to, complicate,

ton, D.C.: Association for the

the curriculum" approach

suppose that my appeal to the
authority of the many, and my
argument from ignorance are
not very convincing. So, until
direct evidence supporting my

proved. and where participation

thinking: Theory, research,
practice, and possibilities.
49HE-ERIC Higher Education Report No. 2. Washing-

broaden, enrich, or provide a
kind of higher order remedialion across the curriculum.

could be done in a computer
lab, requirements for additional

instructional space and facilities would be minimized. Most
importantly, the need forcourse
alteration. i.e., intrusive curricu-

Community College in 1078, and

and Development Education
Task Forces for the Maricopa
Community Colleges.

where thinking is best for me
one sailboat in the Sea of Cortez.

POINT OF VIEW

MIKE

ORGAN

Don Snow and I, in our
instructional computing project,

"Thinking Across the Curriculum," were motivated by I he idea

that the Implementation of pro-
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American colleges and
universities have recently re
newed their interest in developing student's ability to think Cr di-

cally. Several of these institutions of higher educatiun have
implemented innovative programming efforts in an attempt
to teach students how to organize and present information and

ideas. to plan and make decisions, and to connect theory
with practice. In fact, universities and colleges in California
have gone so far as to institute

a graduation requirement le
critical thinkMg.
This renewed interest can
be attributed to several factors.

First of all, students need to
develop critical thinking abilities to help them cope with and
make complex decisions about

lite Secondly, the college selling provides many students
with their first real opportunity
to focus attention on the rea-

coning process. Thirdly, the
explosion of new and emerging
technologies placesstudonts in
the position of synthesizing and
evaluating more information in
more ways in less time. Finally,

critical thinking skills are becoming increasingly essential
to employment even at entry
level positions.

The teaching at Ltitical
thinking has been around since

the days of Socrates. However.

to emphasize methods that

today the term has been ex-

transform students into active
participants in their own intel-

panded to mean an active and
organized process that emphasizes a rational basis for beliefs
and Ickes and provides proce-

Educators can foster Ole
development of critical thinking
skills by teaching them in disci.
pline specific courses (some
examples include ENG MOTS
Thinking Skills, PHI 103 introduction to Logic, PHI 105 Criti-

tion to self-directed learning
which emphasizes critically

cal Thinking, and RDG 101 Critical and Evaluative Reading) as
well as promoting campus wide

programs including critical
thinking across the curriculum.

Such ettorts will ensure that
critical thinking skills permeate
the teaching and learning proc-

Critical thinking can be
blended into content instruction

in any discipline by utilizing
several approaches to teaching.

Instructors should focus on

Anna Salley is thib Assis-

tant Provost of lnstrucitin for
Estrella Mountain Community
College Center. She earned a

SA and an W in Elementary
and Special Education and el
EdD in Higher and Adult Education at Arizona Slate University.

Reading Instructional Council
tor the Maricopa Community
Colleges, Salley is also a mem-

ber of the Arizona Association
of Developmental Education,

munity Colleges in 1975 as

cumstances. Critical thinking
should serve as a bridge between students' personal and

Glendale Community College's

academic worlds, showing stu-

dents that they possess abilities in the real world context
which can be applied in acedemic settings. The process of

more abstract, reflective ways
of thinking.
For the most part, students

are not consciously aware of
how they think. They need to be
encouraged to think about their

own thinking (this process is
Bringing the skins they already
possess to their consciousness
is a great beginning to an exciting process: the ability to monitor their own plan and reflect on

its effectiveness, consciously
knowing the thinking strategies
they are using.

Higher education should
locus on how to think rather
than on what to think. We need
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challenging educational opportunities tor an informed student
let's seize it!
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reer, academie, and personal cir-

known as metacognition).
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The time has come to create

and the Arizona Association for
Chicanos in Higher Education,
She joined the Maricopa Com-

concrete, everyday ideas to

1

gathering and assessing data

concrete events including real
world situations drawn from ca-

proaches will lead students from

S

rote memorization of informa-

A former chairperson of the

ess.

many alternatives. Such ap-
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recipients of information. A
paradigm shift must occur from

products or outcomes ("what")
should be emphasized by encouraging students to evaluate

NN

which make students passive

dures for analyzing, testing, and
evaluating them.

thinking ("how") rather than

POINT OF VIEW

lectual growth rather than those

Learning Assistance Center
Director. Transferring to South
Mountain Community College
in 1981. she taught various read-

ing courses at all levels, and
also sermd as a Chairperson
tor the College's Division of
Communications and Fine Arts.

VVhen we look at the need
for -critical thinking' in the
classroom, who goes first the
student or the teacher?

As a frequent continuing

education student over the
years, my classroom experiences on the whole have been
very positive. But one isolated

experience comes quickly to
mind when considering en answer to the chicken-or-the-egg
question above.
I was enrolled in a social
psychology class, ereoying the

entire experience, when the
instructor began to describe
mental and physical stability of
inhabitants of a remote fishing
village. comparing them with the

less favorable condition of inhabitants of a sugar plantation
all whom lived on the same
island.
According to the teacher.
the stability of the fishing village inhabitants was due to the
village having been in existence

longer than the sugar plantation.
At this time. I had already
been treating patients for more
than 20 years: I had witnessed
in my patients what science has
long diagnosed as the effects of

diet - not only physically but
mentally. So I suggested to the
teacher that there could be other

causes for the behavior and
physical conditions of those two
groups of people.

The teacher emphatically
replied. "No," that the textbook
clearly stated this was the rea-

son. I suggested there was a
possibility that the difference in

dietary habits of the two (the
high-quality protein of fish in
one and the abundance of sugar

cane in the other) might also
contribute to their condition. The
teacher again declared. That

would have no effect."

Did this teacher display
sound "critical thinking" skills?
By her response, she assumed

the role of an expert and Pafused to accept my communi-

creative thinking into the learn-

commencement address at the

ing process. Here is also an

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

example of how a teacher's atti-

nology. His opening statement

tude can either create or de-

was ominOUS:" You are the most

stroy the symbiosis that ideally

dangerous people on earth

should exist between teacher
and student.
What concerns me (and

because you have learned how

many ethers) about the archaic

teaching method I have described is the failure of some

to build the atomic bomb, but
(you) have not learned why you
should build the atomic bomb."
His statement, to me, signaled

the common thinking process

teachers to recognize that they
have a problem psychologically
and or spiritually. Their teach-

of the masses in contrast to

ing style is the by-product of

tem.

critical thinking especially as it
relates to our educational sys-

their own limited thinking proc-

Most American educators

ess. My instructor was intim!.
dated by my questioning. Her

lack a clear understanding about

defense was the textbook. There

and secondary school teaching

was no more questioning or

especially glorifies facts and

probing. analyzing or evaluat-

memory. Rarely have I found an
educator who could 011ie efe a
clear definition of deduction and

ing or problem-solving. The
matter was closed! Could that
class have been able to change

the lives of those islanders for
the better?
Michael Scriven, professor
of education at the University of
Western Australia, wrote in National Forum (1985)that "...training in critical thinking should be
the primary task of education...."
When I took a class in logic
at Phoenix College a few years
ag o. I discovered that logic dealt

with deductive reasoning and
not inductive reasoning, inductive reasoning examines how:
deductive reasoning relates to
Why.

Do the leachers in our institutions focus sufficiently on
how important II is for students

Rplerences
Scrivert, M 1985) Critical tar
survival. NaPonitt Forum. 65
111, 9 12

Roy C. Amnsin has been a
member of the Afaricopa Com-

munity Colleges governing
board for the past 10 years and
is serving as the board's pawl-

dent in 1990. Dr. Amreln. who
attended Phoenix College. has
been a chiropractor in the Valley for the past 31 years.

how the mind works. Primary

induction as it relates to teaching. You may wish to ask your-

self this question. To understand the deductive process is
not an easy skill. To apply II in

the classroom is even more
challenging!
The Maricopa Community
Colleges are distinctly teaching
institutions. But the teacher is
not omniscient. If the teacher is
involved in the process of discovery along with the students.
both teacher and student are
rewarded. We promote the ides
of life-long learning for our students. Should we not model that
ideal?

to know this difference? Are we
asking our students to think or
lust fel in the blanks? With all

the global challenges that lie
ahead in this final decade of the
20th Century. are we preparing

students to become problemsolver s?

During the Nixon era,
Arthur Schlessinger. then Sec-

retary of Defense. gave the

POINT OF VIEW
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cation. She was not even willing

to take into account the findings of biology or nutrition.
On the 3urface. this may
seem a trivial issue, but to me it

displays the instructors lack of

ability to impart and incorporate the values of "critical" or
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The one thing that both
the biological evolutionist and
the biblical creationist agree on

Is the fact that thinking la the
most pronounced trait that distinguishes mankind from other

lite forms. It is our ability to
reflect on past experience end
to organize data into meaning-

ful collections from which we
can draw conclusions that has
enabled us to develop and progress from fife in a cave to lite in

a modern technological society. An knowledge rests on our

ability to think. Without this
ability, we would have no ethical distinctions and no scientific theories, no artistic creations and no aesthetic appro.
clation. Thus, thinking skills are
fundamental to life as we know
It.

Given the fundamental
importance of thinking skills, it

follows that we as educators
have a responsibility to teach
these skills to our students. That
means that we must give up our

reliance on memorization and
the use of exami nations that test
only the ability to memorize facts

presented by either the instruc-

tor or the textbook. All too often, students identify learning

with memorization and when

content of the individual

asked, -What do you thinkr

courses. However, courses that

they are stunned. They do not
know haw to think about mate-

are devoted to thinking skills

rial they have so carefully memorized.
Students need to learn how

exclusively should be taught by
instructors who have a thorough
grounding in fowtal logic. This
means that the basic courses in

faulty evidence or fallacies

thinking skills need to be offered by philosophy departments. Logic is the basis for
thinking skills. It is one of the
oldest disciplines known to
man. The first book on logic
was writ a by the Greek phi-

which seem to support conclu-

losopher Aristotle approxi-

sions but in fact fail to do so.
Students need to understand
the importance of consistent
claims and to recognize when
speakers or writers rely on in-

mately 2000 years ego. Logic

to collect and use evidence to
support conclusions. They need

to learn how to evaluate evidence and to recognize the difference between good reasons
which support conclusions and

consistent claims which play on
our emotions and persuade us
to adopt false conclusions.

can be viewed es the road map
for our thinking processes, and

unless one has a thorough
grounding in formal logic, one
lacks a true understanding of
how the structure of arguments

is formed. As any logician

All of this leads to the

knows, there are eight basic In-

question of who would be re-

ference patterns that underlie
the structure of argumentation.
Our thinking is a reflection of

sponsible for teaching students

these important skills in the
college curriculum. I think the
answer is obvious. Everyone
has a responsibility for teach-

our ability to combine these
eight valid inference patterns

ing those skills that are relevant

tailed by the combination of pat-

to that discipline. Literature

terns. Unless one is tam War with
these patterns, one is hampered

teachers need to show students
how to evaluate plot, character,
etc. History professors need to

teach students how to identify

causes and how to evaluate
historic evidence. Science pro-

fessors need to instruct students in how to conduct experimentation and how to evaluate

the resulting data. Each discipline has unique thinking skills
that need to be included in the

and to derive conclusions en-

in trying to teach basic thinking
skills. The same is true in trying
to teach students to recognize

fallacies. One may be able to
recognize intuitively that such
and such is a fallacy, but unless
one has learned to identify falla-

cies and knows why such and
such is a fallacy, then one lacks

the training to properly teach
such skills.
Perhaps an analogy would

be useful. With the recent em-

POINT OF V EW

phasis on writing across the
curriculum, we have encouraged professors in all disciplines to provide students with
opportunities to write. We have
not, however, suggested that a
biology teacher leach grammar.

AHONEY

We leave that to the English
department because the faculty

have formal training in grammar. The same is true of think-

ing skills. All disciplines need
to emphasize the importance o:

thinking skills, but we should
leave the basic teaching of such

skills to those who are trained
in formal logic.
One final thought. There
has been considerable debate
among educators on the Issue
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of teaching thinking skills. The
debate centers on the question,
can we teach people to think?
By no means do all educators

agree on the answer to this
question. It has been argued
that thinking is not a skill in the

sense that teaming to ride a
bike is a skill, and thus, it can
not be taught. I disagree with
this viewpoint. Certainly we
cannot hope to makegreal thinkers out of everyone, nor can we

ever guarantee that even the
most gifted thinkei *III use that
ability in all situations. But there
are certain basic things that we
can teach students to do. If we

fail to do this, our students will
not be educated. They will be
only memory banks or trained

talking parrots. As such they
will not be able to function in the
marketplace nor will they be able

to make valuable contributions
to society.

Ann Mahoney, who is a
resident faculty member atMesa

Community College. has her
PhD in Fundamentals in Phi-

losophy from Arizona State
University. She also holds two
masters degrees, one in humani-

ties and one in philosophy. Ann
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teaching critical thinking for a
number of years. She Is currently President of the Mesa
Community College Faculty
Senate and an active member of

both the Budget and Strategic

Planning committees. Since
joining the Mesa Cornmunfty
College faculty In 1979, Ann hes

taught courses in philosophy
and logic.
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more directly in the learning process.
Science education has been widely
criticized for the low achievement scores
of our students and their lack of reasoning
skills, which would allow them to apply the

knowledge they have to everyday problems (Byrne. 1989. Cul Mon. 1989: Roth
man, 1988). Student experiences in sci
once classes have left too many of them
disinterested in science and with a low
opinion of scientists and their conclusions
(Cole, 1990: Hufford, 1990) T he whole of
the educational system needs to address

encouraging their curiosity, and removing
the mystery surrounding scientific conclusions (Lawson. Abraham. & Renner, 1989).

Classroom Evaluation
In an attempt to evaluate the efficacy

of the learning cycle model for biology
instruction in the community college setting. I adopted the learning cycle design
and materials developed for non-maior.
introductory biology by Professors A.E.
Lawson and S.W. Rissing at Arizona State
University (Lawson & Rissing, 1988) The
basis for the evaluation was a comparison
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W. BRADLEY KINCAID
these problems, and we, who teach in the
community colleges. must do our part

Many critics suggest that we over
whelm our students with a deluge of facts
while underemphasizing the narrative fie
vor of our discipline and the processes by
which scientific conclusions are reached

(Cole, 1990) they suggest we should
emphasize depth. not breadth in our sci
ence courses and teach as much about
the process of science as the conclusions
Teaching studPnts how to do science and
involving them more directly in the learning process may improve their reasoning
skills and their attitude toward science.
The learning cycle is a teaching model
that requires students to examine alterna

tive explanations for natural phenomena
and develop arguments based upon evidence for supporting or rejecting these
explanations (Lawson. 1988). In essence,
students learn science by doing science
Inderstanding and appreciation of scion
tific methods may promote the acquisition
of more appropriate concepts to replace
prior misconceptions. Repeated exposure
to scientific reasoning may result in the
internalization of these critical thinking skills

with benefits for virtually every aspect of
their lives Instruction based on learning
cycles may also improve students attitudes toward science by involving them

LLPI,

of my Biology Concepts classes with those

taught by two other instructors in my
department during the 1988-89 academic
year. They used existing. more traditional
methods of instruction based upon lecture
presentation and laboratory demonstra-

tion of biological concepts. The fall semester was a trial period in which I im
proved my skiffs wet learning cycle instruction and worked out the details of im

piementing the new course design and
data collection.
During the spring semester, effects of
the teaching method on reasoning skills
were assessed by pre and post-testing a
total of 108 students divided among the

three instructors A variety of scientific
reasoning skills was tested including
conservation of mass and volume. piT.Iportional reasoning. identificaticill and control

of variables. probabilistic reasoning,
combinatorial reasoning, correlation and
dependence of variables, and reasoning
to a contradiction. The test did not include
biology achievement. Changes in attitudes
toward science were assessed with a se-

ries of open-ended questions on student
opinions about the course and their under.

standing and appreciation of scientific
methods and conclusions, In the balance
of this article, I will describe the unique
aspects of learning cycle based instruction and my general conclusions regarding the efficacy of the teaching method.

Detailed results will be presented elsewhere

Aar-
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The Learning Cycle
The learning cycle methods that

I

of terms related to the phenomenon explored. A term associated with a recog-

nized pattern constitutes a concept

adopted differed from those employed by
the other instructors primarily in the design
of the weekly labor9tories and in the se-

(Lawson, 1988). The terms in different
types of learning cycles will variously

quencing of topics. The learning cycle

describe (1) the patterns discovered by

approach requires that biological phenomena be explored in the laboratory (or other
exploration situation) prior to any discus-

the students, (2) the hypotheses advanced

sion of related material in lecture. This
allows students to examine their prior
conceptions or misconceptions and, in
many cases, design and conduct their
own experiments to support or reject these
explanations.

All laboratories for my class were
based on learning cycles. There are three
types of learning cycles, but they all share

'Students are encour-

aged to develop as
much of the new concept as possible on their
own...'

to explain the phenomenon, or (3) the
supported hypotheses or conclusions
drawn. Students are encouraged to develop as much of the new concept as
possible on their own before it is fully
revealed by the instructor. We never expect students to explicate fully a concept

on their own, but they frequently come
very close.

In the concept application phase of
the learning cycle, additional phenomena
are discussed or explored. Application of
the concepts in new situations allows the
students to separate them from their original context and generalize them. This requires students to recognize comparable
patterns outside the context in which the

concept was originally developed. For
some students, this is particularly difficult,

increasing the importance of practicing

a three-phase sequence of exploration,

this process. Application of a concept to a
new situation is a good test of a student's
understanding of that concept.

term introduction, and concept application
(Lawson, 1988; Lawson et al., 1989). The

A Learning Cycle on Photosynthesis

exploration phase is designed to be a
student's first exposure to a new biological
phenomenon. In the exploration phase of

some lab exercises (descriptive learning
cycles), students explore a phenomenon

A description of an actual laboratory
exercise will further elucidate the learning
cycle model of instruction. A class discussion of how plants grow and, more specifi-

describe the pattern upon wnich the bio-

cally, where they obtain the necessary
raw materials and energy begins the
exploration phase of a learning cycle in-

logical concept is based. In other labs

.,estigating photosynthesis. Points raised

(empirical-inductive learning cycles), students go beyond description to generate
potential explanations for the phenome-

in the discussion are related to familiar

introduced by the instructor and attempt to

non. Class discussions then compare

observations such as the growth of house
plzants and gardens and plants giving off
oxygen. Eventually, the discussion focuses

these hypotheses to existing evidence to
determine which are most reasonable. In
the most advanced learning cycles (hypothetico-deductive learning cycles), the

on the role of light. Students are then

exploration phase requires students to

The class is then asked, "What colors of
light are used for photosynthesis?" Green
light is invariably hypothesized along with
an assortment of other colors and usually
non-green light.
Now that we have a set of alternative
hypotheses, an experiment is called for to

generate hypotheses and then design and
conduct experiments to test their hypothe-

ses. This places a heavy burden on student initiative and reasoning ability, but
the rewards in learning are greatest here.

The instructor plays an important and
sometimes taxing role here, alternately as
co-investigator and facilitator to maintain
student progress.
As the name implies, the next phase
of the learning cycle involves introduction

asked to explore the spectrum produced
by light passing through a spectroscope in
relation to the usually green color of plants.

differentiate among them. Here, the
instructor's role as facilitator is necessary
to demonstrate how an aquatic plant produces bubbles of oxygen when it is photo-

synthesizing. Most students will readily

accept that more bubbles mean more
photosynthesis. Red, blue and green filters along with light sources of varying

intensities are provided. Students are
reminded that they must explicitly predict
the results of their experiments for each of

these concepts. sHistorical approaches
involve students in the narrative of our
discipline and give them a true sense of
the process of discovery that is science.

the competing hypotheses. One such

Evaluation and Conclusions
The hypothesis that learning cycles

statement might be: If green light is used
in photosynthesis and the plant is placed

can help students develop their reasoning
skills is supported by a statistical analysis

under a green light, then a high rate of

of the reasoning tests. Students in the

bubble production will be observed (i.e., if
hypothesis and experiment, then prediction).
The experiments are then performed
by small groups of two or three students
without further direction from the instruc-

learning cycle class had post-test scores

tor. Initial results are discussed after a
short period of independent experimenta-

tion. Usually, disparate results are produced by a variety of experimental proce-

dures. Comparison of experimental approaches leads to discovery of numerous
uncontrolled variables including variation
in size of plant, light intensity, distance of
plant from light source, temperature, carbon dioxide concentration, and so on. The
difficulties of controlled experimentation

are readily apparent. This concept was
introduced in a previous lab period, but it
is not until late in the semester that most
students design well-controlled experiments without prompting.

Experiments are redesigned and
conducted with the instructor serving in
the role as co-investigator. The term-intro-

duction phase begins when final results
are reported and compared to predictions
in order to draw conclusions. Of course,
plants are green because they reflect green
light, which produced the least bubbles.
Terms introduced may include some relating to properties of light (e.g., wavelength,
photon, absorption spectrum), the photosynthetic process (e.g., action spectrum,

chlorophyll, photosynthesis itself), and
even controlled experimentation, if not
previously introduced.
Concept application may proceed with
some short demonstrations such as paper

chromatography of plant pigments or

that were 19.4% higher than those of
students from other classes. Moreover,
the absolute improvement of these students between pre- and post-testing was
more than three times that of the other
classes. Hence, it is apparent that use of
learning cycles can improve the low reasoning skills of our students. This also
demonstrates that reasoning skills can be
learned and that our efforts can be fruitful.

The hypothesis that learning cycles

can improve the attitudes of students
toward science was supported by comparison of student responses to opinion
questions. Virtually all of the learning cycle
students, compared to 20% from the other

classes, stated that they had a better

"Students in the learning
cycle class had post-test
scores that were 19.4%
higher than those of students from other classes."
understanding of science as a result of the

course. This result was expected as the
learning cycle course was suffused with
discussions of scientific reasoning. However, an unexpected result was that fully
88% of the learning cycle students (compared to 22%) responded that they had a
higher opinion of scientific conclusions
because o) their experiences in the course.

Many of the learning cycle students re-

spiralling learning cycles is through explo-

sponded that their greater appreciation of
science was a result of their greater insight
into scientific methods. Improved attitudes
of our students toward science may facilitate our achievement of scientific literacy
and improve our ability to attract and retain
science students (Hufford, 1990).
Learning cycle instruction is demanding on instructors. Lab write-ups provided
to students are purposely kept very simple

ration of the history of the discovery of

to encourage creativity. Themfore. it is

starch production in variegated leaves or

in leaves exposed to different levels of
light. Concept application may also occur
in a future lab, in a homework assignment.
or more likely in lecture as other aspects of
photosynthesis are discussed. In fact, most
learning cycles lead to other discussions.

One of the best ways to continue these

incumbent upon the instructor to provide
much of the information at the appropriate
point in the learning cycle. Good class-

instruction justify its further consideration
for the improvement of science etlucation.

room discussions are essential to success

and Sandra Meyer of Arizona State Uni-

of leaming cycle instruction. Instructors
must ensure the participation and cooperation of all students. Learning cycle

versity for introducing me to learning cycle
instruction and the faculty and staff of the

instructors will have to break the bad habits

munity College for their support during the
study.

most students have. Many students WI..

I gratefully acknowledge Tony Lawson

Life Science Department at Mesa Com-
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ET ING
Studies of college teaching support the view that the frequency and quality of a teacher's
contact with students, inside and
outside the classroo m, affect stu-

dents' involvement in their own
learning. Positive teacher-student relations have been linked

to students' satisfaction with
college, their educational aspire-

tio ns, and their academic
achievement. When adult students perceive their teachers as
partners in the educational process, they are more likely to take
on new challenging tasks (Ellner

& Barnes, 1983). I have listed
below some things I do to estab-

lish positive relations with students.

The Weicomm Letter: Saying it
in a Different Way
During the first class ses-

sion, students enrolled in my
Psychology 101 classes receive
a personalized letter. The letter
(on college stationary) is titled
"Welcome to Rio Salado Community College and the Exciting
World of Psychology!" The letter
highlights new information and
research in applied psychology,
the nature of the teaching/learning process, and research on the
adult learner. In closing, the let-

ter indicates my pleasure in
having them in class. Attached to

the letter is a more traditional
course outline (weekly assignments, test dates, projects and
presentations, grading and evalu-

ation). As students read their
letters, baroque or classical
music is playing in the background. According to research,
baroque music, with its stable
composition and unique rhyth-

mical structure, is particularly
conducive for stress-reduction
and productivity (Summer, 1981).

Students' interest Cards: "Why
I'm Here"
After receiving the course
outline and answering questions
students may have on my expectations and goals for the ciass,
I ask students to write their goals

and expectations. Each student

ONE
is given a 3"x5" index card and
states "Why I'm taking the class."
The information on each student
gives me an opportunity to learn

more about students' interests
in psychology and to attempt to
incorporate their interests into
chapter and class discussions.

Positive Postcards
Feedback is information
about current performance that
can be used to improve or en-

hance future performance. In
helping adult students attribute

their success in the course to
their ability and their effort, I periodically send each student (two

or three times a semester) a
postcard to challenge, acknowledge and reward effort for suc-

CREATING
AND
MAINTAINING
A SUPPORTIVE
ENVIRONMENT
WITH THE
ADULT LEARNER
RENE DIAZ-LEFEBVRE
a similar card from her third grade

teacher. Now both cards are on
the refrigerator doorr

Conclusion
The Welcome Letter, Student Interest Cards, and Positive
Postcards are techniques applicable to other disciplines accord-

ing to instructor and student
needs. Granted, it does ask more
of an instructor's time and effort,
but the pay-off tor students and
instructor is very rewarding!
References
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Brookfield, S. (1987). Developing critical thinkers: Challenging adults to explore alternative ways of thinking and acting. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. (GCC. GWCC, PCC.
MCC, RSCC, SCC. ASU. ASU West. PPL,
SPL)
The author. Direfior of the Center for Adult
Education at Teachers College, Columbia

The purpose of this paper is to provide a
selected, annotated bibliography of local re.
sources on the subject of critical thinking published in the last 5 years. Particular emphasis
was placed on identifying those materials re-

University, has divided this volume i1ito

used the library catalogs of the Maricopa

three parts: (1) understanding critical thinking in adult life. (2) practical approaches for
developing critical thinkers, and (3) helping

Community Colleges, Arizona State University
(ASU. ASU WEST), and the public libraries of

arenas of life.

lated to instruction in the Maricopa Community
Colleges. To locate these materials, the author

adults learn to think critically in different

Phoenix (PPL), Glendale (GPL), Scottsdale
(SPL). Mesa (MPL), and Tempe (TPL). In
addition, Education Index and ERIC CD-ROM

Brown, W., & Leon. J.J. (1986). An approach to

questioning as a teaching and learning
method in sociology. College Student Journal, 20, 110-114. (GCC. ASU West)
The authors present a model for using the
questioning method in teaching sociology.

Index were also checked for related materials.
So much has been written on this subject that
it is impossible to include everything here. A
more complete listing of materials can be received by contacting the author.

Brown, M.N., & Litwin, J.L. (1987). Critical
thinking in the sociology classroom: Facilitating movement from vague objective to
explicit achievement. Teaching Sociology.
15, 384-391. (PVCCC, ASU, ASU West)

Arons. A.B. (1985). Critical thinking and the
baccalaureate curriculum. Liberal Education. 71, 141-157. (ASU, ASU West)
The author provides rationale for teaching
critical thinking across the curriculum. After
describing some of the problems existent in
students' learning of critical thinking, Arons
concludes with a suggestion of how faculty
might assist each other in designing units
that would teach critical thinking skills.

The authors recommend that practices
which encourage students to think critically
need to be fully integrated throughout the

sociology curriculum. They then provide
specific suggestions for classroom behavior, curriculum materials, and evaluation
techniques.

Bandman. E.L., & Bandman. B. (1988). Critical
thinking in nursing. Norwalk, Conn.: Appleton & Lange. (ASU West, MPL, PPL)
"The purpose of this book is to identify and

Carpenter. C.B.. & Doig, J.C. (1988). Assessing crifical thinking across the cuMculum. In

J.H. McMillan (Ed.). New directions for
teaching and learning: No. 34. Assessing
students' learning (pp. 33-46). San Francisco. Jossey-Bass. (PVCCC. ASU, ASU
West)
While focusing on techniques that can be

strengthen the critical thinking skills of nurses

by demonstrating the role of scientific reasoning, logic and philosophy in increasing
the effectiveness of the nursing process.

and everyday nursing decisions" (p.xi).
Designed as a text on critical thinking for

used in all disciplines, the authors "...review
assessment procedures that can be used in
the classroom and on the institutional level
to measure critical thinking.' (p. 33).

nurses, each chapter begins with a list of
learning objectives. Many chapters include
exercises.
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Commeyras. M. (1989). Using literature to
teach critical thinking. Journal of Reading.

32703-707. (GCC, MCC, PCC. SMCC.
ASU, ASU West, MPL, PPL)
The author focuses on the connection be-

tween reading and critical thinking and
mentions seven critical thinking abilities
that can be enhanced through literature
instruction.

Evans. ER, & Supnick, R. (1989). Evaluating
evidence of critical thinking skills. Business
Education Forum. 43,16-18. (ASU, PPL).
Using writing to evaluate critical thinking,
the authors have designed a checklist which
includes components of the purpose of the
writing, audience analysis. coherence logic,

sentence logic, parallel features, and subordinate features to assist them.
Finster. D.C. (1988). Freshmen can be taught

to think creatively, not just amass
information. Chronicle of Higher Education,
34. A40. (DIST. MCC. PVCCC, ASU, ASU
West, MPL)
The author briefly describes William Perry's

view of cognition in college students. Includes a discussion of developmental-instruction theory. and tells how the author. a
chemistry instructor, applies both concepts
in his classes.

Grant. G.E. (1986). Teaching critical thinking.
New York: Praeger. (PVCCC. SCC. ASU.
MPL)
Using knowledge gained from observing
the teaching of four experienced high school

teachers and reviewing the literature, the
author discusses the relationship between
teacher knowledge of content, their students, and themselves and the teaching of
critical thinking

Grinol. A, B. (Ed.) (1988). Critical thinking:
Reading and writing across the curriculum,
Belmont. Calif.: Wadsworth Pub. Co. (PCC.
SCC)

the acquisition and retrieving of knowledge.
decision making and problem solving and
creative thinking.

Henk. W.E., & DeStephen. D. (1987). Course
uses thinking as thread in communication.
Journalism Educator, 42,38-41. (ASU, ASU
West)
The authors describe a mass communication course they have developed in which
they teach critical thinking skills. Included
are specific exercises and assignments.
Klemp, G.O. (1988). The meaning of success:
A view from outside the academy. Liberal
Education. 74. 37-41. (ASU)

The author, president of an organization
specializing in human resource management, discusses the three skills
cognitive, interpersonal, and intrapersonal
which contribute to job success.
Kloss, R.J. (1988). ToWards asking the right
questions: The beautiful, the pretty, and the
big messy ones. Clearing House. 61, 245248. (SMCC, ASU, ASU West, MPL)
The author begins by briefly reviewing the
literature as it relates to the kinds of questions teachers ask their students. He follows with two examples from a literature

unit of how an instructor might include
questions that encourage higher-orderthinking skills. He concludes by emphasizing the
importance of employing the inquiry method
in teaching.

Kurfiss, J.G. (1988). Critical thinking: Theory,
research, practice, and possibilities. Col.
lege Station, TX.: Association for the Study
of Higher Education. (CGCCC, ASU)
The author discusses the three perspectives
argument skills, cognitive process.
and intellectual development
on critical
thinking discovered in a survey of the literature. She also describes many programs
and courses which teach critical thinking
skills. A list of references is included.

Part one of this textbook briefly explains
concepts of learning critical thinking, reading, and writing. The remainder of the volume contains short essays on many topics
from the physical sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities, Each essay is
supplemented by ten multiple-choice ques-

Kurfiss. J.G. (1989). Helping faculty foster
students' critical thinking in the disciplines.

In A.F. Lucas (Ed.), New directions for

Halpern. D.F. (1989). Thought and knowledge:
An introduction to critical thinking. Hillsdale.

teaching and learning: No. 37. The department chairperson's role in enhancing college teaching (pp. 41-50). San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass (PVCCC)
Kurfisscomments briefly on the critical thinking ability of students and Perry's four levels
of cognition in college students. She suggests some mechanisms for teaching criti-

N.J.: L. Erlbaum Associates. (PCC. ASU

cal thinking across disciplines and con-

West)

cludes with a discussion of the role of the
department chairperson in encouraging
teaching critical thinking.

tions, evaluative essay questions. and
suggestions for future discussions.

Designed as a textbook. each chapter includes a summary, exercises, arid suggested readings. It begins with an introduction to thinking. Succeeding chapters discuss reasoning and analyzing arguments,

Page, H.W. (1985). Teaching critical thinking in
the English literature surveycourses. (ERIC

Mayes. C. (1987). Five critical thinking strategies for adult basic education learners. Lifelong Learning, 10, 11-13, 25. (PCC, ASU,
ASU West, MPL, PPL)
"This article presents five critical thinking

Document Reproduction Service No. ED
272 896) (ASU. ASU West)
Page surveys Piaget's, Perry's and Basseches' theories of adult cognitive development. She describes how knowledge of
these theories and students' learning styles
can assist instructors in designing classes
in English literature that assist students in
developing critical thinking skills

strategies that can be used to increase
critical thinking skills among adult basic
education learners. The five strategies are
analogy, comprehension-monitoring, student-constructed questions, gloss, and keyword methods of learning vocabulary words"
(p.11).

Page, H.W. (1988). Literature across the colMcMillen, L. (1986). Many professors now start
at the beginning by teaching their students

lege curriculum. Joume of Reading, 31,
520-524. (GCC. MCC. SMC, ASU, ASU

how to think. Chronicle of Higher Educa-

West, MPL, PPL)
In this essay instructors describe how they
have incorporated the use of literature into
their non-English classes to assist students
in learning both subject matter and critical
thinking skills.

tion. 32. 23-25. (MCC, PVCCC, ASU, ASU
West. MPL)
Discusses the need for students to be taught

critical thinking skills, and describes how
several colleges and instructors are addressing this need.

Pintrich. P.R. (1988). Student learning and
McWhorter. K.T. (1988). Study and thinking

college teaching, In R.E. Young & K.E. Eble

skills in college. Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman. (SCC. SMCC, MPL)
Designed as a textbook to assist students in

(Eds.), New directions for teaching and
learning: No 33. College teaching and learn-

ing: preparing for new commitments (PP.

learning the skills needed for success in

71-86). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass

college. it includes critical thinking and prob-

(PVCCC)
After presenting the three general themes
that are prevalent in research on cognition
and student learning, the author describes
recent findings from research on students'
knowledge, learning strategies, and critical
thinking.

lem solving skills as well as the thinking/
writing relationship and self-assessment of
thinking and study skills.
Meyers. C. (1986). Teaching students to think

critically: A guide for faculty in all disciplines. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. (GCC,
GWCC, MCC. RSCC, SMCC)
Advocating the teaching of critical thinking

Presseisen, B.Z. (1988). At-risk students and

thinking: Perspectives from research.

across the curriculum, Meyers presents
several steps for accomplishing this goal.
Some of the steps given involve fostering
student interest, structuring classes to fa-

Washington, DC: National Education Asso-

cilitate critical thinking, and designing effective written assignments.

critical thinking from an ,lementary and

Norris. S.P. (1986). Evaluating critical thinking
ability. History and Social Science Teacher,
21, 135-146. (ASU)

students in post-secondary education.

Norris begins with a brief discussion of

assessment, and strategies to help teachers empower at-risk students.

ciation; Philadelphia, PA: Research fcr
Better Schools. (PCC)
While th;s focuses on at-risk students and
secondary school perspective, the concepts
discussed here may carry over to work with

Some of these concepts involve learning

and assisted performance, intellectual

several concepts related to evaluating critical thinking. In the article he considers how
information is collected, such as the Cornell

Ruggiero. V.R. (1988). The art of thinking: A
çuide to critical and creative thought (2nd
ed.). New York: Harper & Row, (RSCC,
SCC)

Critical Thinking Test, and the WatsonGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. and
concludes with comments concerning how
this information can be used.

A textbook for teaching thinking, it is divided

into four sections: 1) awareness of the
thinking process, 2) the relationship be-

Novak. J.A.. & Dettloff. J.M. (1989). Developing critical-thinking skills in community college students. Journal of College Science
Thinking, 19. 22-25. .okSU Noble)
The authors, two biology instructors, describe two methods they have designed for
assisting students to develop higher-order
thinking skills, the task analysis, and the
long-term investigation.

tween creativity and t h inking, 3) critical think-

ing, and 4) the art of persuasion.
Ruggiero, V.R. (1988). Teaching thinking across

the curriculum. New York: Harper & Row.
(PCC, ASU, ASU West)
The goal of this book is to assist instructors
in understanding the theory of thinking inAli A4
A°1

struction and to provide some assignment

Taylor. W.M. (1987). Political science 202:

and thinking exercises which may be

international relations: Writing assignments.
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.

adapted for use in various content classrooms. It also includes a chapter on the
assessment of students' thinking skills.

ED 284 626) (ASV ASU West)
The author provides five writing assignments, geared to the content of a community college course on internationd relations, which Taylor uses to teach hie students to think critically. Included also are
explanations of each assignment which he
provides to his class.

Sheridan, J.J. (1987). Teaching thinking: The

mission of the humanities. Community,
Technical and Junior College Journal. 58
18-21. (GCC, GWC. MCC. PCC. PVCCC,
SCC, SMCC, ASU, ASU West. PPL)
Sheridan, an English professor. argues that
the process of thinking ought to be taught in

Wilcox, R.T. (1988). Teaching thinking while
exploring educational controversies. Clearing House, 62.161-164 (SMCC, ASU, ASU
West, MPL)
The author, an education professor, provides seven recommendations for teaching
thinking skills. They are: 1) make minimal
use of the lecture method of teaching; 2)

humanities classes. He then describes
various techniques. such as metaphor journals, free-writing. Plus, Minus. Interesting

(PMI), and Alternative Ways of Looking
(AWOL), which he has used to teach thinking.

Silberman. R. (Ed.). (1988). Symposium on
critical thinking and consumer chemistry.
Journal of Chemical Education. 65, 204218. (MCC, ASU, ASU West, MPL. PPL)
In this symposium, eight authors provide

teach it as part of the content area; 3)
require interaction between the teacher and
the student or between students: 4) teachers should present both their own and others'

opinions and identify them clearly as such;
5) modify grading practices to encourage

support for the use of consumer chemistry
to foster critical thinking. For example, one
article explains how students apply chemis-

an atmosphere of trust and freedom of
expression: 6) pare content courses to

try principles to evaluate claims made in

essentials to allow time to employ interactive methods; and 7) students should be
required to express themselves clearly in
the written form.

advertisements.
Stemberg, R.J. (1986). Critical thinking. lts na-

ture. measurement, and improvement.
Washington, DC: Nationre Institute of Edu-
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cation. (ERIC Document Reproduction
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College. After earning an AS in Legal Secretar-

Sternberg defines critical thinking as "the
mental processes, strategies. and reprerentations people use to solve problems,
make decisions, and learn new concepts"
(p. 2). He describes the philosophical, and
educational tradition of critical thinking and
mentions various tests of critical thinking
which have their origins in the three different traditions. He concludes by describing
various programs which have been developed for teaching critical thinking.
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Southern Connecticut State University. Seymour went to the State University of New York
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member of the American Library Association
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Slice, J.E. (Ed.). (1987). New directions for
teaching and learning: No. 30. Developing
critical thinking and problem-solving abilities. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. (PCC,
PVCCC. RSCC. SMCC, ASU, ASU West)
This volume focuses on teaching problem
solving. Seven essays. written by professionals involved in teaching these skills,
provide practical suggestions for accomplishing this goal.
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INTRODUCTION
Bil:ie Hughes has recently

taken a faculty position at
Phoenix College. With her
foresight and leadership Vision

has become a reality and a
testament to the many excellent
teaching and learning ideas and
activities that exist in our district.

The Maricopa Center foi

zming and Instruction is
continuing its commitment and

support to the journal and its
editorial board. Among several
district-wide agendas to improve
teaching and learning, the Center
works to ensure collegiality and

professional growth among
faculty and administrators as well

as to foster new and different
instructional innovation. Vision
'90 provides this opportunity.

Welcome to the newest edition of Vision '90: The Maricopa

Community Colleges' Journal of Teaching and Learning.
Incredible as it may seem, this is the third edition of Vision, which

in its appearance and content is continually improving.
The newest journal board members deserve much credit for
this issue. Thanks for a job well done: Don Richardson, Susan
Starrfield, Nancy Pittman, and Pat Medeiros. However, let me
not forget the time and effort put in by other members of the
board: Kathleen Murphy-Irwin, Karen Conzelman, Pat Haas,
and Sheila Schumacher. Additionally, we would like to welcome
Naomi Story as the new editorial consultant, replacing Billie

Hughes who did an outstanding job of assisting with every
aspect of the journal.
This journal issue carries on the theme of quality teaching
and learning that is prevalent in our district, Articles in this issue

that reflect this are "An Accelerated Approach to Accounting
Basics" by Bernadine McCollum, "Writing for Reality: How to
Coax Writing Out of the Classroom" by Linda Evans, and "The
Electronic Forum: Linking Students to Their Future" by Cyndi
Greening. Also, two intervention articles are presented that
relate to teacher effectiveness and student learning motivation:

"Increasing the Effectiveness of Pan-Time Faculty" by John

As the Director for the

Lampignano and "'Why' Affects 'How': Student Motivations and
Literacy" by Virginia V. Stahl.

Maricopa Center for Learning and
Instruction, I am enthused about

"Teaching Ethics," Harvey A. Turner and Edd Welsh share their

being part of the Vision editorial
board. I also look forward to

Business areas of instruction. Please note the new column in this

perpetuating the direction that
Billie Hughes provided to this
effort and hope that I can promote

and facilitate the growth and
maturation of this unique and
important journal.

Naomi 0. Story

Roy Amrein introduces the "Point of View" column on

perspectives on this topic as it relates to the Medical and
issue entitled "EnVision This" on page 8. This column is for all
faculty, staff, and administrators to share great ideas for teaching
and learning with their peers. In addition, we have added a staffwritten article to our contents, featuring interdisciplinary and
intercampus topics. The feature on the "Electronic Forum" is our
first staff-written article. Your suggestions for topics of future
staff-written articles are welcome.

Along with the success, Vision has had some Mitorial
errors. One such error appeared in the last issue. The title of W.
Bradley Kincaid's article should have read "Using the Learning
Cycleto Teach Biology Concepts and Reasoning Skills." Personal
apologies have been extended to the author; I also apologize to
the readers for this error.
Let me close with two messages. First, please continue to

contribute to the journal:

remember you are our potential

authors and only with your articles can Vision continue. Second.
Don Richardson. of Phoenix College. will assume the editorship
of your journal as of January 1991.

Notes from the

Editor
Richard Malena

An Accelerated
Approach to
Accounting Basics
Bernadine McCollum

Can one learn the basics of accounting in eight hours without ever hearing the
words "debit" or "credit"? Many seasoned
adjunct accounting instructors would nev-

their ears, and so on until only one unerring student remained standing. The other
twenty-six students were not punished for
making errors which, of course, was the

er believe it possible unless they, too,
attended The Accounting Game, a fast-

point of the whole exercise. Additional
comforl came from the rainbow of bal-

paced, eight-hour accelerated approach
to understanding accounting transactions
and financial statempnts.
The Accounting Gam3 was featured
in an article in The Wail Street Journal a
few years ago. This author put the article
in her lollow up some day" file. Over the
intervening two years, she was exposed
to accelerated, or activated learning concepts, thr.;1_ gh Rio Salado Community
College where she teaches. Sold on the
concepts, she began to think of ways to
apply them in her entry level accounting
classes to increase student comprehension, interest, and participation.
The Accounting Game brought it all

loons wafting above the tables affirming.
"Our Accounting Success Is Absolutely
Assured."

into focus. After an explanation of the
highlights of the game, the use of the

Baroque-style "1-2-3-4-count."
The "gang" sold the first lemonade,
and while "Bloomers" kept score on the
oversized balance sheet at the front of the
room, students mapped out the accounting transactions on individual gameboards
or balance sheets. Buy more lemons, subtract from cash, and add the cost to the
lemon inventory. Sell lemonade, subtract
;rom the lemonade inventory, and add to
cash. Who said accounting was difficult?

concepts in courses will be detailed.

The class the author attended was
sponsored by a local Certified Public Ac
counting firm and the majority of the attendees were their clients' staff people.
data processors, salespeople, adminis-

trators, and engineers, a mixed background similar to that of entry level accounting classes.
The instructor immediately captured

Atter Simon Says, students closed
their eyes and entered a time warp
summertime in the '50s. The music "Rock
Around the Clock" put them in the mood

for nicknames, scooters, and lemonade
stands. The instructor, under the name
"Bloomers," talked "Bully," "Eddie," "Stick."

and the rest of the gang into opening a
lemonade stand.
With two dollars from the piggy bank
and five dollars from "Mom" to buy lemons
and sugar, the gang was in business. The

music was changed to a lower volume

Atter the first prof itable day, "Bloomers"

the class's attention and started the

took a snapshot of her giant scorecard

adrenalin flowing by offering a well-worn
one-hundred dollar bill to any person who
asked a dumb question. If that was not a
clear sign of what was in store, the game
of Simon Says which followed was. The
instructor guided the students through the
paces of touching their noses. wiggling

with a toy camera. At the end of the "week,"

"Bloomers" switched to a toy video cam-

era to capture all of the expense and
revenue activities for the income statement.

"Bloomers" sang "Roll up the profits, lemons are turning to gold" to the tune of "Roll
Out the Barrel," and the first week's profits
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were moved into owner's equity. With the
first week history, the students took a weltdeserved break.

bend, and take three or four deep breaths
before beginning. Since the classes meet
in the evening, teachers compete with a

This set the pattern for the day: fifty
minutes of buying, selling, and recording

day's worth of job, traffic, and personal
stress for the students' attention. This one
minute exercising helps them regain and
refocus their energy.
Second, the semester begins with an
abbreviated version of the lemonade stand
exercise. Instead of gameboards, students

followed by a closely monitored, ten-minute
break, which included lemonade, of course.
Before getting back to business, students
stretched and bent to get their blood circulating.

use scorecards with pre-labeled T-ac-

The business prospered, even when
the price of lemons went up a nickel and
students had to worry about FIFO (first-in,
first-out) and LILO (last-in, last-out) inventory evaluation. In fact, they were soon too
busy to make lemonade and found that it
was just as profitable to raise prices a little
and buy frozen lemonade. They were on
the fast track to entrepreneurial success.
Lemons were turning to pots of gold every

counts. This eases the transition into deb-

its and credits. The gameboard concept
also satisfies the needs of different learning styles, i.e. audio instructions and explanations, visual demonstration of how
the transactions look, and a kinesthetic
experience of entering the dollars in the
correct columns.
The third idea is to give five-question
pre- and post-quizzes covering the key
concepts emphasized during each class

fifty minutes, even when they switched
from cash to accrual accounting.
Oops! Their success quickly went to
their heads. They spent almost all of their
cash for a new lemonade stand and did

session. This assists the students to focus
on the concepts that remain unclear and

provides positive, immediate reinforcement. Baroque music played during the
quizzes and also during the formal tests
helps ease the students' nerves.
The final idea is to display several

not have enough left to buy lemons or
make lemonade for the biggest event of
the summer. The mean old grocer refused

to sell to them on credit. Tapping their
collective creativity, they wriggled out of

posters to convey accounting principles or

the tight spot but learned a valuable les-

equations using a cartoon format, some

son about cash flow and the joys of leasing
versus buying.

which state truisms like, "Genius is ninetynine percent perspiration and one percent

Reality struck wr,.n the students had
to pay taxes on their profit. One student
came very close to winning the hundred
dollars when he asked whether profits
were always taxed.
They rolled the final transaction into
their financial statements, cheered their

inspiration," and other posters which depict a picture of a mountain or a pastoral
setting. Two or three posters are used as
peripherals to set a mood for each class
session. The posters are not referred to
unless students ask questions about them.

Over time, experimentation and student input will help determine which activated learning techniques work best. The

successful venture into history. and transported themselves back to the '90s.

The truth written on the brightly colored posters in their peripheral vision reminded them that "Accounting is fun, easy

end results should increase student interest

and put the element of fun back into the
fundamentals.

and creative." and was validated when
they re-took the ten question pre-test. The
group average leaped from sixty-eight to
ninety-seven percent,

Bernadine McCollum graduated from San Jose
State University with a BS in Business Administra-

tion-Accounting. and later received a MBA from
Golden Gate University. She began teaching accounting and small business classes part-time for

"Pomp and Circumstance" echoed
their success as each student received a

Rio Salado-North in 1986 and became the Accounting Discipline Specialist in 1989. Bernadine McCollum also taught at Paradise Valley Community College when the new campus opened in 1988. This

sincere handshake and a suitable-forframing diploma. No one won the hundred
dollars.

April, she was awarded an Outstanding Faculty

This student, however, did develop

Award /rpm Rio Salado. Aside from teaching. Bernadine is also working on her doctorate from Nova
University and is the Arizona Site Federal Programs
Accounting Manager for Intel Corporation.

four ideas for ilcorporating activated
learning principles into basic accounting
classes. First, students stand and stretch.
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Introducing a new regular feature of Vision!
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V

V

Projects, Programs and Pointers from your Peers
Each of you is an innovator in your
own classroom or office. You have
new strategies for teaching, man-

KEEPING CURRENT

aging your work, and stimulating
student enthusiasm, involvement
and commitment. "EnVision This"

start each term convinced that the

I teach a biology class for nonmajor students. Many of my students
course is nothing more than a require-

ment they must survive to get a degree, and many believe they dislike

provides a forum for you to exchange and discuss those ideas

members of the Vision editorial

science so much that they have postponed taking the class for many semesters. It is my goal, therefore, not
only to convey the information of general biology, but also to help my students see the relevance of biology to
their daily lives, to help them develop
deductive reasoning skills, and to think

board. We look forward to your con-

critically about scientific issues and

tributions in the spring/summer is-

problems.

with your MCCD colleagues as well
as other educators throughout the
country.

To introduce our new column, this
issue features contributions from

This semester, I have asked my

sue.

students to find articles in the newspa-

In less than one hour, an instructor

per each week that relate to biology
and to summarize and comment on
them. My objectives with this assign-

can make a complete set of lecture

ment were to help the students see the

slides using Polaroid Instant Slide Film.
In addition to a camera and copy stand,
the only supplies required are Polaroid

relevance of the concepts they were
classroom, to encourage students to

slide film ($12.00 per 36 exposures),
Polaroid slide holders ($5.00 per 100),

write about biology,and to develop
critical reading and writing skills. So

Polaroid developer ($100.00) and slide
mounter ($25.00). This process is relatively inexpensive (the prices quoted

far, I have been very pleased with the
outcome.
Some unexpected benefits of the
assignment for me have been that it is
helping me stay aware of new information in my own field, of the accuracy of
scientific coverage in the media, and
of the public's perception and understanding of scientific issues. Next se-

VISUAL AIDS IN AN INSTANT

learning in class to their life outside the

here are estimates based on volume
discounts) and allows anyone to create customized visual aids quickly and
easily.
Kathleen Murphy-Irwin
Gateway Community College
1

f;

mester, I plan to implement the same
approach using the electronic forum
(featured on page 16 of this issue) so
that students will also be able to encussions of the articles and the issues

new car advertisements.
I allowed the students two weeks
to do their research and to prepare a
report of no more than three pages.
Then we used a class period to allow
them to present their findings, either

they raise with their classmates and

read or summarized, to their class-

me.

mates. Naturally the levels of presentation were quite varied, but overall
believe we all learned that reading is
not restricted to the traditional forms of

gage anonymously in on-going dis-

Karen A. Conzelman
Glendale Community College

textbooks and it is important in all
THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE
Motivating the students in any pre100 level class is challenging in these
days of apparently never-ending grat-

ification, yet as teachers we have
committed ourselves to this task, and
some of us still accept the challenge

forms of written communication. An
attendant benefit is that they came to
know each other better, and we established a common purpose for the class.
Don Richardson
Phoenix Community College

with eagerness and enthusiasm.
Reading Imprcrement, for example,

CHECK THIS OUT

posits the hypotesis that students

Most composition teachers are

who have earned below acceptable

deeply committed to the necessity for

test scores can be raised to a satisfactory level for successful college course
completion.

reading carefully and responding

Assigned to teach RDG 081

comprehensively to students' writing;
however, the sheer size of a stack of
freshman essays usually makes it im-

(Reading Improvement), I asked my-

possible to give the kind of detailed

self, "How can I cause students to
apply what they learn from the textbook and in the classroom to their

response students need. To help deal
with this problem, my colleague Clara
Fendley and I have adapted an idea
from Karen Schwalm (GCC): a check-

other non-textual reading in the outside world?" The answer I arrived at
was to assign them a reading project
which requires them to report on content generally and words specifically
which they find in non-traditional publications. Thus, they are required to
research publications which people in
society apparently take little note of
except as directly applicable to their
daily lives. These publications include
cereal boxes, T-shirts, caps, bumper
stickers, personalized license plates,

computer advertisements, jogging
shoe advertisements, billboards,
posters, grocery store fliers, record
albums, rap music lyrics, campaign
slogans and rhetoric, greeting cards,
product names in a grocery store, buttons, fast-food product names, and

list that is attached to each essay.
Other instructors use the system in a
variety of ways, but on my checklist
are listed ten items, which may change

with each specific essay type. (For
example, the comparison/contrast
checklist rates the "consistent methodology" and the checklist for the exemplification essay rates the number
and appropriateness of the examples.)
In addition, all essays are rated for the
aspects of sentence structure, spelling, and other mechanics. Wi 'lin each
item, the paper is ranked from one to
ten, ten being the best.

Thus, I can very quickly give a
great deal of information by assigning

a rating for each of the ten items;
adding up the scores yields the stu-

dent's grade on a hundred-point scale.
Of course, I still write comments on the
paper itself, , but the checklist conveys
information on all ten items. Now when
a student comes to me to ask, "What
did I do wrong on this essay?" my first
response is, "Let's look at the grading
sheet." It is usually very easy to pinpoint the specific areas that need further attention. Incidentally, this is also
a valuable way to reinforce the impor-

tance of proofreading because the
student can see at a glance that a
paper that was otherwise fairly strong

received a lower grade because of
spelling or mechanicai errors.
Pat Medeiros
Scottsdale Community College

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Students enjoy meeting each other

what high school they've graduated
from (if appropriate), what the student's major is (if the student knows)
and some piece of general information

about the student (hobby, etc.). This
takes about 5 -10 minutes. Then we go

around the room and each pair of
students stands and introduces each
other. This helps the shy students to
get over their :nitial fear of being in a
new and strange environment. All students seem to enjoy this tension reliever. I like it because it helps me to
put names and faces together on the
first day of class. It afso helps to establish a team attitude, and it is easier to

get cooperation among the students
during the semester because they are
not complete strangers.
Pat Haas
Glendale Community College

in class, and introductions facilitate
class bonding and the establishment
of a community environment. At the
first meeting, I ask my students to

SCHOOLWORK ON TRIAL

bring something to the next class which

pository skills is that of the "mock trial."
Students put famous historical figures

tells the group about themselves. In
the past. students have brought such
things as volleyballs, credit cards, golf
tees, and family photos. This exercise

breaks the ice and often forms new
alliances. I find this is a far more interesting and effective way to get to know
class members than the old standard,
"Stand up and tell us your name and
major."
Kathleen Murphy-Irwin
Gateway Community College

In order to establish some class
unity or identification early in the semester, I have my students get to
know each other by using the following. Instead of having them introduce
themselves, I have them introduce

each other. I do this by pairing them
up. Then each of the students in the
pair gets to know the other student.
They must learn the student's name,

A classroom activity which requires

students to prepare using research
skills, and then to perform using ex-

on trial with members of the class
performing as judge, jurors, prosecutor, defendant, witnesses, and counsel for the defense. Class members
can use exhibits, props, and costumes
if they wish. At the end of the trial, the
jury reaches its verdict. The mock trial
is participatory democracy in action.
Group work in the classroom helps
form a cohesive bond of dependence
on peers and team spirit. By suggesting a role for each member, such as
that of researcher, recorder, archivist,
or illustrator, everyone can be involved
on the team in a meaningful way. Group
work can be included in the teaching of

a variety of disciplines. For example,

students can be asked to work in
groups during laboratory exercises in
science, in preparing reports for the
social sciences and languages, and in
solving math problems. Creative final
reports such as skits, songs and po-

ems, games, puppet shows, questionnaires, visual aids, or simulation exercises, can get students more person-

ally involved in their work and make
their presentations more vivid.
Susan L. Starrfield
South Mountain Community College

PLAYING WITH A PURPOSE
Several of us have found value in
modifying established board games or
game shows for our classrooms. High
levels of class participation and academic motivation u, d two of the advan-

tages we have found using this strat-

egy to review course material or to
informally examine learning and comprehension.

is Pictionary*, a drawing game suitable not only for art courses but for any

discipline with new vocabulary or terminology.

Karen Conzelman, Glendale Community College, not only involves the
students in the game itself but also in
helping to write the questions. Trying

to stump their opponents provides
ample motivation for a thorough review of the material and the preparation of some thoughtful questions. This
approach effortlessly encourages students to think about the course material in a different way. It also develops
or strengthens their higher level thinking and reasoning skills.

The playing board from the game

Kathleen Murphy-irwin, Gateway
Community College, has adapted the
rules of Trivial Pursuit® to her medical
technology courses. Instead of winning "game pieces" in the categories
of Geography, History, Entertainment,

or Sports and Leisure, her students

Hands Down® provides an indisputable and inexpensive way to identify
the player who gets to attempt each
question first. As the players "ring in"
they press on a numbered plastic hand.

The sequence of players is identified
by the stack of numbered hands.

attempt questions in "Blood Vessels,"
"Tissues," "Diseases," or "Organs." The

simple structure of the game allows it
to be used easily in a variety of courses and throughout the semester. There
are a number of payoffs from such a

relaxed and fun teaching strategy.
Knowing that their team members are

counting on them often encourages
students to study hard in preparation
for the game day. Furthermore, in a
competitive environment like this, students tend to demand tremendous accuracy from their rival classmates, and
thus pay close attention to every ques-

tion and response. Being part oi a
team also helps to bond students as a
group.

A colleague at GWCC, Sheila Schumacher has found Trivial Pursuitoi
similarly useful in her advertising art
and computer illustration classes. Another game she has used successfully

To share your educational projects,
programs, and pointers, submit a 1 -

3 paragraph description to the following address:
EnVision This
cto Editor, Vision '91
Maricopa Community Colleges
Marlcopa Center for Learning &

instruction
3910 East Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85034

Central to the discussions about student achievement in the classroom are
the motivations that students bring to the
classroom and the demands imposed by
instructors. The literacy study conducted
by Arizona State University at one of the
MCCD colleges, among others, has pointed out that students operate under a different set of assumptions than the instructors about the purpose of higher education,
the nature of the learning process, and the
responsibilities of instructors and students
(Morrill and Steffy, 1980; Richardson, Fisk

"moss

& Okun, 1983). In order to know what
students expect and what instructors believe they should be teaming, it is essential
that instructors understand what motivates
students to enroll in their courses.

It is also critical that motivations are
recognized as states, not traits. That is,
motivations are determined by situations

or stages in a student's life; they may
change from course to course, from se-

mester to semester, or even from the
beginning to the end of a course. Students

may fit into various groups based upon
their particular motivations.

Requirement Meeters
The most prevalent student group

observed was labeled "Requirement
Meeters." They accounted for one-half of
students in the 27 classes observed. Re-

quirement Meeters, as the name suggests, are interested in meeting course
requirements as efficiently as possible. A
secondary consideration is achieving good
grades. However, if time constraints interfere, these students just want to acquire
the credit hours.
This quote from an unstructured interview illustrates the feelings of the quintessential Requirement Mester:
Just give me what I need to know. I'll
go home and learn it. Then come back
and you can test me on it. Then I'll pass.
Question: What is your goal?
I don't have time to waste around.
work 30 hours a week. I have three teenagers at home. I don't have time to waste.

age. A 3.0 is kind of disappointing. I know
could have done better if I had studied.
So, hopefully, now that I have extra time,
my grades will be better.
Time is mentioned often by Requirement Meeters. The demands on their time

are great because they choose to add
education to their other responsibilities.
When the demands of home and work

Another Requirement Meeter reported

compete with education, they rank education third.

these feelings about grades.

Question: Grades are important to

Because ot the time pressure, Re-

you, then?
Uh huh (yes). I've just quit my job so
this is the first time that I've only had to be
responsible for going to school. Up until
now I haven't really had time to study since
I was a sophomore in high school. In high

quirement Meeters tend to use class and
study time efficiently. One instructor said
she would test only on materials covered

in class; therefore, the Requirement
Meeters did not read the textbook.
I haven't read the bcok. Do you know
that I haven't even open.,d that textbook?

school I had a much higher grade av,r-

:}
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"Why," Affects "How":

Student Motivations and
Literacy
Not the way she lecturesI don't feel that
I have to.

Virginia V. Stahl

The class also had a lab associated

with it, The instructor began each lab
period by reading the directions in the lab

manual, marked any changes in procedures, demonstrated how to do the exper-

iment, and then showed slides that repeated the demonstration. The Requirement Meeters felt no need to read the lab

manual, and did not. Instead of being

bored with three repetitions, one said:
like it because then I don't have to
read the lab manual. It's fasterand more to
the point if she tells you what to do than if
you sit down and read through the book on
it

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

51

Requirement Meeters resent unnecessary or ungraded activities. One class

required students to complete reports
about six journal articles. These were not
to be graded but were to be turned in by
the end of the semester. One student said
I haven't started it yet. It won't be hard
to do, but it is a waste of time. If it doesn't
go for a grade, ifs a waste of time.

Requirement Meeters did not ask
questions except during review time or
after class. They did not want to take time

discussions and questions because they
enjoy the exchange of ideas about a favorite topic.

Specific information Users
The "Specific Information User" expects to learn something which is related

to a tangible outcome, such as job advancement, job preparation, improving the
quality of life, or even doing better in other
classes. The Specific Information Users,
about one-fifth of the sample, clearly know

structor was covering material that would

what their goals are, how they will be
attained, and what benefits will be de-

be on the test, and missing any lecture

rived.

away from the lecture because the in-

material would adversely affect their

Now I'm faced with having to go back

grades. Requirement Meeters do not like
class discussions either.
People get off on something else and
waste more time than it is worth.

to work to supplement our income, so I
thought I could at least brush up on my
typing and maybe learn some other skills
enough that I could hopefully go into an
office.

Knowledge Seekers
"Knowledge Seekers" were the second largest group obse J. They comprised one-fourth of our respoodents. As
the name implies, Knowledge Seekers
want to learn, and they like what they are
learning. They are truly interested in the

subject matter. Their attitudes are expressed in these quotes from two students
from two different classes:
Psychology isn't difficult for me. I love
it. I've taken every psych course they have
here.

Question: What is your objective for
being in this course?

In a nutrition class. a Specific Information
User said:

Al least the talking part of the class
brings out things you can use in daily life.
Sure, it took time, but there again, it was
useful information. I found out I don't eat
well-balanced meals and I don't get enough
calories.
Course work is seen as a means to an

end. The value of the materials determines the students' use of literacy. One
student who plans to become an oceanographer did read the lab manual because
lab experiments would be necessary in his

future studies. He also sat very quietly

I'm here because I enjoy psychology.
Question: Do you like the lab?
Yes, it is very interesting. I like looking
thro, fgh the microscopes even if it does

during lectures and asked only two questions during the semester; both pertained
to microbes that live in the ocean.

make my eyes ache. It's neat when you
see what she's been talking about. She'll
describe something and you'll see it, and
say Eureka!
Knowledge Seekers are intrinsically
motivated because of their genuine inter-

Non-Specific Information Users

est in the subject. Their use of the textbook

also differs from that of Requirement
Meeters.

Question: What is the part of class
that you like best?
I like reading the text best.
Question: Do you spend a lot of time
reading for this class?
Oh, yes. More for this class than any

other class. The reading in this class is
hard, but I like it.
Knowledge Seekers spend more time
on class material arid find it enjoyable and

beneficial. They also want more class

The "Non-Specific Information Users"

want to improve their lives through job
procurement, yet they are unable to determine specifically how education will assist
in getting a job nor are they able to evaluate whether or not they have been successful in reaching educational goals.
Types of goals for Non-Specific Information Users are seen in these observations by a participant observer:

CHM enrolled to learn English better
to get a job.

CSA enrolled to learn English. She
wants English to be able to get a job where
her children work.

CRH wanted to learn English to
able to work in a beauty shop and she
needs to pass the cosmetology test.
The Non-Specific Information Users

rely on the instructor to tell them whether

they have attained their goals: they are
unable to assess their own progress.
Question: Are you ready to go on to
another English class?
I don't know. The instructor hasn't told
us yet.

Additional observations about NonSpecific Information Users illustrate their
inability to clearly identify the ways that
education will assist them in improving

wanted conformity. They felt others were
wasting their time with class discussion
and questions that were not relevant to
examinations which translated into grades.

Requirement Meeters stressed the importance of how time is spent, and students

who devoted time to their studies often

their lives,
Generally, the Anglo students describe

appeared to be apologizing. One student
considered himself an oddity and apologized by saying:
Yeah, well, I rear! everything. I'm
probably one of the few students who do.
Well. I don't work, so I lead a pretty boring

their reasons for taking the course as

life.

learning to read, while the Spanish speakers give learning English as their reason.
These students are in college for generally

Knowledge Seekers and Specific Information Users view the Requirement

the same reason: they find themselves
unable to succeed in the working world at
a level they wish to. They chose to attend

either because they were referred by a
teacher or a friend, or simply because it
was near their homes. One student came
to help her daughter enroll and was herself
enrolled. Most have only a general idea of
what they want to do after college. Only

Meeters with equal distaste.
From the classes I've observed in the
past and from this class so far people have
not applied themselves totally to the class.
They are not behaving in a manner worthy
of college students.
Question: What's a manner worthy of
college students?
Doing the book stuff and studies. Ask-

ing questions of the teacher if I don't

one, and he plans to join his father's
business, could be specific about this

understand the information. Doing the lab
assignments the best I can. Basically you

subject.
Another student. disabled by an accident, hopes to be able to resume nursing
on a more advanced level than her previous
training allowed.

have two groups. Some who are here

The Non-Specific Information Users
are dependent on the instructor tor direction, aid, reinforcement, and evaluation. If

A second implication for the classroom that emerged from the study is

they are capable. they will do whatever the

instructor asks. They are constantly

because they have to be here and some
who are here because they want to be
here. At this point. I could almost classify
them by name.
identifying the type of literacy demanded
of students. Often students were expected to learn isolated bits of information from

practicing writing, reading. and verbal skills :
thus, they appear to use literacy more than

the lecture, textbook, or study guides.

students in higher-numbered courses,

when to use these fragments of informa-

Then students were expected to recognize

tion when given specific external cues,

lfrplicaOrms for the Classroom
Although motivational orientations are

states and not traits and although students can demonstrate more than one
orientation during a class, it is essential
that instructors recognize the changes
effected by large numbers of students
who attend only to meet requirements.
Among those changes are tensions caused

by differing motivations among students.

lowering of cognitive demands on students, and tensions caused by instructional styles.
Students interviewed during this study
expressed the expectation that other students should conform to their orientations.
They brand those who do not as -weird" or

especially on multiple choice exams. This
fragmentation and isolation of information
is called "bitting" (Richardson. Fisk, & Okun,
1983).

Seldom were students expected to
use lexting," which is reading, writing,
and thinking about events or ideas in a
broader context. Students were not taught
that events are related or that one event

will have impact on subsequent events.
They were not required to use analysis.
synthesis. or evaluation either during tests,

or in writing papers. Without practice or
modeling of these critical thinking skills.
students cannot be expected to learn them .

A third consequence of having large
numbers of Requirement Meeters in col-

"odd." Requirement Meeters especially

Continued on page 33
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The
Electronic
Forum:
Linking
Students to

their
Future
Cyndi Greening
16
VISION Fan 1990

Many see education as the path for
change. Without higher education, people

are often limited to following in the footsteps of their family members or their peer

group. Yet, as networking pundits and
college recruiters will attest. the magic is
not in the education alone. It is the social
connections along with the education which

offer most students the vehicle for life
transformation.
Residential universities, with their four-

year programs, sororities, fraternities,
dormitories, and dining halls, naturally
provide both of those components to their
students. A challenge faced by community colleges is in offering similar experiences

to their students, who often are not as
immersed in their education and face a
more delayed payoff for their efforts.
Community colleges have been very
successful in providing occupational re-
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training, developmental education, flexible scheduling, and alternative dolivery

ccncern instructors and administrators
everywhere.

systems to meet the unique needs of their

Now, from a project developed at

student population. Yet their students
continually grapple with several major

Glendale Community College to improve
student writing skills, has come a link that
has impact on these obstacles and helps
to connect students to their future. It is the

challenges to transformation, including:
1
the more "transient population" and
limited professional contacts creat.

ed by cor uter campuses:
2. the competing responsibilities of
family and employment;
3. the inaccessibility or unavailability
of social organizations and activities; and
4. the wide range of ages, experienc-

es, interests, and outlooks of the
students in each class.
Because the community college student

"Electronic Forum." The Electronic Forum, or "EF" as it is often called by its
users, grew out of the 'Electronic Journal,"
a communication experiment initiated by
English instructor Karen Schwalm.

Like hundreds of other English instructors across the nation, Schwalm
waged an ongoing battle with declining
skill levels in verbal and written communication. Like other instructors, she wanted

to offer students a means for improving

may spend ten years or more working

those skills as a component of their course

toward his or her goal, strategies for over-

work. Facing a week that was already

coming these obstacles to completion

consumed with preparing and presenting
17
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course lectures, correcting assignments.
evaluating writing projects, fulfilling de
partmental responsibilities, and serving
on committees, she knew that the project
would have to be easy to implement and
simple to maintain. Then, she struck upon
the union of an old
an innovahve idea
concept with a new technology.
S he contacted Christopher Zagar, then

the director of GCC's Hiçj, lech Center.
and proposed her plan. She wanted stu,

dents to keep a community "learning
journal" on the computer. She reasoned
that students, using pen names to ensure
anonymity, could make candid entries on

ciplines are overwhelmingly enthusiastic
about the benefits of the electronic jour
from
nal. The benefits for the students
the simple improvement of computer and
communication skills to the difficult-to-assess effects on networking and social
transformation ---- are surprising nearly
everyone involved.
"The original purpose of the journal
was to improve writing skills. It was to be
writing for learning rather than writing for
evaluation," said Schwalm. "What we dis
covered was that the journal gave a voice
to silenced or marginalized students. For
instance, a student who never spoke in

virtually any topic of concern in this "elec.
Ironic journal." Entries could then be read

class was very active on the journal,

he nmgic is not in 1 he edtwat ion alone. It is the social
connect ions along wit h t he
ethical ion Whidi offer most
si udents t he vehicle h)r hue
t ransformat ion...

findings indicate that minority. handicapped, and female students are most

and commented on by members of the
class. This would improve their writing
skills along with their reading, reasoning,
and computer skills. Since the purpose of
the journal was to encourage students to
write, she needed to document only how
many words each student had written and

how often he or she wrote in the class
journal.

Zagar assured her that it could be
done. He created the programming to
integrate the student records with the
electronic journal, thereby limiting partici-

pation to a specific class. He set up re
porting capabilities to document such items
as the number of words per entry. journal

subject areas, and writing activity by student identification number. At Schwalm's
request, he also set up the journal to use

the language of writing, not computing.

Finally, he established the means for
students to change their pen names at will.

They implemented the project that
semester. For their efforts, they were se
lected tor the Innovator of the Year award

at Glendale Community College in the
spring of 1990.
Now, three semesters later, several
instructors on several campuses are using electronic journals as a component of
their courses. Instructors across the dis

contributing over twenty thousand words
in one semester." Citing recent research
on classroom dynamics. Schwalm says
likely to remain unvoicedin the classroom.

Because of social, cultural, physical, or
instructor bias. these students often do
not communicate, or communicate in a
very limited way in the classroom. The
electronic journal, she discovered, put
everyone on equal footing.
Former Glendale Chief of Police Jack
Rose, now a GCC administration of justice
instructor, had the same findings when he

implemented the electronic journal in his
Current Issues in Criminal Justice course.
Finding students to be reticent during dis

cussions on local enforcement issues,
Rose required students to use pen names

and express their opinions on the electronic journal, Like Schwalm, he found the
electronic journal to be the great equaliz-

er. Sensitive issues such as the use of
force, police misconduct, police and minority relations, and ethics of reporting
were all discussed in the journal,
-The journal was very useful because
it stimulated enthusiasm and honest discussion among the students, especially
minority students, on a variety of issues. It

aiso introduced students to the use of
computers for communication. That's a
skill they must have to work in this field,"
said Rose. Students were able to communicate sensitive information and legal is-

sues in a fairly public forum, a practice
common in nearly all criminal justice careers. Rose was able to give that experience to his students specifically through
the use ot the electronic journal, an ex-

perience he feels is vital to their future
success.
Both Schwalm and Rose use the elec

tronic journal as a learning tool. Both in-

union when I went to college. It was a

structors require that students use the

place where everyone could come together and talk about what was happening for
them."

journal but do not grade on the content of

the entries. Unlike Schwalm, however,
Rose corresponds directly with students
in the journal. He feels students are eager
to have his response. Under the pen name

of "Chief ," he debates issues with his
students in the journal. He challenges
their assumptions and asks them to consider other aspects or points of view on a
particular topic. Other students may then
join the discussion.
"This stimulates their critical thinking

skills and helps them to confront their
personal biases and prejudices before
they're in a professional position. It helps
them to see that something can be legally
correct even though, ethically, it's not the
right thing to do." he said. Because of how

As the administrator of the Public
Forum" and her own course journals,
Schwalm also sees this electronic communication as an equivalent to the student

unions at many universities. Like their
counterparts, the GCC students use the
electronic forum when the going gets tough.

They share their frustrations and draw
support from others. From her vantage
point, the electronic journals and the open
forums provide "the glue that binds some

students more securely to their education."
"What we're seeing is a lot of *tapping
on the microphone` to see if the lines are
open," said Schwalm. "The content of the

easy it was to implement (Chris Zagar

message often is not as important as

installed it during a telephone conversa-

simply finding out if someone will listen if
they have something to say." Sometimes,
students have a lot to say and need a safe
place to say it.

tion) and the many benefits for the students,

Rose says he will continue to use the
electronic journal in his course.
"You have to see it happen to appreciate it," he said. That first semester, during

a lecture by a guest speaker from the
NAACP. the subject of the Philadelphia
police action against the "MOVE" group
was mentioned. In an effort to remove the

black activist organization, the Philadelphia police inadvertently burned down an
entire block of the city. Rose asked the
students if they thought the PhiladelpNa
police would have proceeded in the same
fashion had the organization been a white
activist group. There was SILENCE in the

...the journal seemed to take

the place of the 'student
union' when I went to college. It was a place where
everyone could comf.' togeth-

er and talk about wh:ti was
happening fbr them...

classroom. Immediately following that
class, however, the electronic journal went
wild.
Lee Kirkpatrick, a biology instructor at
GCC. also found the electronic journal to

be a "safety valve" for some students. "I
decided to have my non-major students
use the electronic journal for several reasons," said Kirkpatrick. "I wanted them to
have the opportunity to use the vocabulary of biology outside the classroom, to
have a chance to discuss quiz questions
prior to exams, and to have a way for them

to develop bonds with their classmates,"
She found that students were also using

the journal to arrange study groups, to
clarify difficult or confusing course material, and to vent frustrations following examinations.
"As a group, the class got friendlier,

faster," Kirkpatrick said. "The journal
seemed to take the place of the 'student

Stephen Cooper had that experience.
He had a classroom crisis. Students in his

introductory psychology course at GCC
would not interact in the classroom. Coo-

per thought their reluctance might be a
result of feeling judged or a fear of expressing their feelings in a room full of
strangers. To get his students to "say
anything," he had them use the electronic

forum to communicate on different subjects. including the subject of death and
dying. He also had them write under a pen
name. "I was quite amazed at the level of

sharing," said Cooper. "It was the most
intimate sharing I've ever had in a 101
class. The students were able to safely
share their feelings and their experiences,
and other people were then able to comment and share their experiences as well.
I don't think we could have done the same
thing in a conventional 101 classroom." At
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the end of the course, he surveyed stu-

much of the discussion on the public forum

dents on the use of the electronic forum in
the course. Cooper said the response was
totally positive: there wasn't one negative
comment.
In addition to the classroom journals,

may appear trivial." said Schwalm, "but

Chris Zagar and Karen Schwalm established two open electronic forums at GCC.

The "Public Forum," which is administered by Schwalm, is open to everyone on

campus and in the community for the
discussion of anything. "The Dialogue
Forum - The Forum tor the Thoughtful
Discussion of Anything at All," is also open
to everyone but is limited to the discussion

what we're seeing is the delicate negotia-

tions which signal the formation of new
friendships. Through writing, students are
learning that language has the power to
change their lives. They are learning that
the world responds to what they communicate
Schwalm shared a story that
revealed the power of the electronic forum
to affect student lives.
On the public forum, "Tom" revealed a
history of family abuse and problems that
he was having because of it. Several students shared their experiences and em-

of serious subjects. Kirkpatrick administers the dialogue forum. She reveals that

pathized with Tom. Another student,

religion, ethics, morality, domestic vio-

available at the campus. She said that she

lence. family abuse, the Smitty's Lituation
(involving the death of a black men at the

had seen a counselor and it had helped
her tremendously. Tom was leery about
going for counseling and asked Mary to

hands of employees at a local grocery
store), and the conflict in the Middle East
have all been discussed on the dialogue
forum.
As semesters pass and student populations change. there are recurring subjects which appear on the dialogue forum.
The most common recurrence is the con-

troversy between religion and science.
Religious beliefs (which are generally
connected to the student's home life and
path from the past) often come into conflict

with scientific theory (on the education
path which leads to the future). On the
dialogue forum, other students and faculty

members help these students to chart a

path between their two worlds, to find
agreement between their old beHirf sys-

..Ahrough t he Public forum,
both rl'orn's and Nflary's lives
were changed. Tom 1 opli
sponsibility fOr his emotional health and Mary reavhf.d
out to anot her human being.
A connection was Made._
tems and current learning. Tight course
schedules rarely permit this type of discussion in class. On the dialogue forum,
however, students discuss these deeply
personal issues and get the response they
need from others.

Several instructors have said the response is most important. This is also true
on the two open forums. "On the surface.

"Mary," suggested counseling services

take him to the counselor. Since they were

communicating on an open forum, Mary
was concerned for Tom's privacy. Instead
of arranging a public meeting place where

they could be observed by anyone who
happened to be following the open forum,
Mary told Tom where she worked on campus and what she was wearing that day.

Mary suggested that Tom come to her
whenever he was ready. He did.
Through the public forum, both Tom's
and Mary's lives were changed. Tom took
responsibility for his emotional health and
Mary reached out to another human be-

ing. A connection was made. This is a
significant benefit of the public forum. It
arows and encourages students to take
responsibility for their education, their lives,
and their futures. It also helps them to form
new bonds which open them to new paths.

Clearly, the path to the future leads
from the path of the past. Schwalm sees
the forum as a way to smooth those paths.
The public forum allows students to bring

their family members to the campus to

communicate with their classmates.
"Someone will write. 'my mom's here tonight so be nice.' And mom may make a

journal entry on some subject," said
Schwalm, "but what she really has done
by writing on the forum is to help smooth
the paths between generations, allowing
for social mobility and change." Another
student brought his high-school-age sister to correspond on the forum, helping to
smooth her transition from high school
student to college student.
The open for urns differ from the class
journals in that they are not course specif-

5S

ic. Combining that fact with the appear-

ance of triviality has brought the open
forums under administrative concern. In
the future, there may be a fee for use of the

students from taking those courses. Students would then lose a valuable oppor-

tunity for improving writing, reasoning,
reading, and computer skills. They sug-

public forums or the inclusion of an electronic journal in a course.
Some feel that this might discourage
instructors from using the electronic jour-

gest the electronic forum might be better
viewed as a resource similar to the library
with fees for operation built into tuition. Of

nal as a teaching tool and discourage

Continued on page 33

Electronic Communication
in Actiofi
The electronic forum is transforming
more than the lives of the students who
use it. It is also transforming the lives of the

instructors who incorporate it in their
teaching strategies. The benefits of the
electronic forum are as diverse as the
curriculum itself,
Biology
Lee Kirkpatrick (GCC)
uses the electronic forum to encourage students to use the language of

biology, discuss course material,
and practice exam questions with
their classmates. She discovered
they use the forum to coordinate
study sessions and vent frustrations
as well.

course, the issue of a fee for use has been

English and Literature

Marti

Combel, Patrick Haas, and Karen
Schwalm (GCC) use the electronic
forum in their courses to improve
writing and reasoning skills, elicit
discussion on both course and noncourse related topics, and stimulate
student computer skills.
Humanities
Lynn Ann Wojciechowicz (SMCC) uses the electronic
forum in her Ideas and Values class

to persuade students to practice
course material and participate in
dialogues on essay questions ckir-

ing the semester. Students must
respond to each of the five course
units at least twice. They can also
earn extra credit for additional writings. With the use of the electronic
forum, overall comprehension and

grades have improved in her

Child and Family Studies Since

courses.

there isn't enough class time to allow students to recount their many

(GCC) uses the electronic forum to

Psychology

Stephen Cooper

personal experiences, Child and

get students communicating on

Family Studies instructor Eileen Shiff
(GCC) uses the electronic forum as
a means for her classes to disclose

gets them into GCC's High Tech

and discuss pertinent issues. This
allows Shiff to spend the entire class

period on CFS concepts and theories r nd still allows students to share

their course-related experiences.

Criminal Justice

Jack Rose

(GCC) requires students to use the

electronic forum for two reasons.
First, because virtually all ?-riminal
justice professions require the electronic communication of sensitive
information, he uses the electronic
forum to acquaint students with that

process. Second, he challenges
them to discuss pertinent ethical,
social, and legal issues in order to
confront their personal biases, de-

velop critical thinking skills, and
develop career ethics.

personal psychological issues under a pen name. He feels this also
Center and working on a computer.
National Education Forum Bil-

lie Hughes (PC) is exploring the
implementation and use of a nation-

al electronic forum to facilitate the
exchange of teaching strategies, in-

formation, and methods among
educators.

Reading Roberta Delaney (GCC)
is having her students read a short
story with an ambiguous ending.
Each student will then write a new
ending for the story. They will then
read all of the endings and com-

ment on them in the forum. She
hopes this will develop reading and
writing skills.
Cyndi Greening

WRITING FOR
REALITY:

How to Coax Writing
Out of the Classroom
Linda Evans

reader, occasion, and purpose. We talk
about the many roles each person plays in

their o.vn life and how the role we find
In ten years of teaching writingfrom
traditional freshman composition courses

to creative and technical writing I have
repeatedly encountered a perplexing and
recurrent problem: how can I persuade my
students that the skills they are learning in
my classroom have valuable applications
in their daily lives? How can I inspire my

ourselves in at any given moment determines the style and form of communication, whether oral or written.

I use a series of assignments that
challenge my students to don a mask,

students to produce writing that has

assume another identity, or zero in on one
particular role they play in their lives to see
how that persona affects their writing. For
example, very early in the semester when

meaning and impact beyond the mere

we are working with the paragraph as a

fulfillment of an academic requirement? In
other words, how can I persuade my students to write for themselves and not for
me?

unit of writing, I ask my students to write a

The fault does not rest with the students. By the time they reach college,

most students have discoveredeither
intuitively or through a series of hard
knocksthat the path of least resistance
through many classes is to absorb with
magnificent passivity what the teacher
believes and to be prepared at a moment's

notice to reiterate the teacher's values
and opinions. Students are conditioned to

suppress their own creativity, their own
knowledge and beliefs about the world in
order to make the grade. (Educator and
psychologist Jess Lair notes that a student with a perfect grade point average

paragraph in which they tell a lie to a
specific reader. The results are various
and entertaining. I have heard from my
students why they were unable to complete their assignment for my class, from
taxpayers why they cannot appear for an
audit, from employees why they cannot

come to work, from spousesthe list is
endless.
But as soon as I assign a five-paragraph essay or some other mundane and

predictable assignment, students revert
to their old conditioning. They begin to
psych me out, to look for topics they think

will appeal to me and result in a high
grade. The problem seems to worsen when

we approach persuasive writing. The
prospect of expressing an original opinion

may not be so much a genius as a person
who has learned to "play dead.")
At this point, the reader may protest,
"But that is not true of me! I am open and
receptive to the unique understanding that

is very intimidating to students whose

each student brings to my classroom."
That is admirable, but the difficulty is in

students to write what they are genuinely
interested in writing and to say what they
really mean is to coax or, more correctly,
to send writing out of the classroom I do
this by requiring each student to write a
persuasive letter to the editor or a letter to
a legislator. organizational leader, or other
person in a position to make a change the
student feels is important. For example,
during the Spring semester of 1990, one of

convincing students that you are different

from the memorize-and-recite leachers
of their past. It's a case of guilt by association.
I begin every writing class by discuss

ing the very foundation of writing, the
writing situation. We identify the four
components of the writing situation: writer,

opinions have not been sought and valued

by teachers, family, and friends in the
past.

The best way I have found to get
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my students wrotl a letter to the baseball
commissioner criticizing his handling of
the 1990 walk-out. Another student wrote
his state senator about driver's licenses
that flag persons under the drinking age.
vet another wrote her city manager about
installing a four-way stop sign at an inter-

section near out campus where several
accidents have resulted in serious injuries.

This is writing for reality, writing that
has the potential to make a difference in
the world and it makes a world of difference in the way students approach the

writing assignment. Suddenly, I am no
longer the reader to whom they are writing. I am, insteac, the editor who helps
them clarify the message they want to
convey to their reader, a reader of their
own choosing. They are learning at that
point to identify the reader and to tailor
their message and their rhetoric to that
specific reader (or group of readers, in the
case of a letter to the editor).
I have found that very few of my students have ever written a letter of this sort,

letter to a legislator to the at:1 of voting. We

discuss the issue of civic responsibility
and the importance of expressing one's
views in a democratic society. This gives
a real and valuable purpose to the writing
they produce in my class.
Students turn in the final drafts of their
letters, typed and proofread with extreme
care, in stamped, addressed envelopes. I
ask for a photocopy, which I return to the
student with my feedback. The originals
go in the mail immediately after they are
submitted to me.
Within a week, the letters to the editor
begin to appear in the newspapers. This is
a very exciting time, since most students
have never before seen their name and
writing in print. They scan the papers (a
hidden benefit of this assignment) for their
letters and their classmates' letters. Occasionally, a controversial letter will create a
flurry of responses. One student recnived

a packet of literature about our state's
educational system from Eddie B asha after

he read her letter to the editor. This feed-

so they need some solid direction. I ask
them to gather sample letters, and I bring
in letters I have written to demonstrate
proper tone and format. Using my own

back is infinitely more rewarding to students
than a B+ and -nice work" at the bottom of
an essay.
This type of assignment IS applicable

letters, I can show them the whole process

across the curriculum and wuuld cause

from inspiration, to draft, to final copy, to
publication or response. (They also see
that I practice what I teach.)

the same effect in sociology or biology that

In most cases, students will do research as they prepare their letters. For
example, many do not know the names
and addresses of their state or federal
legislators, judges, and so on, to whom
they wish to write. They may also want to
look up recent studies or case histories to
substantiate their letters. With a little as-

sistance from their instructor and reference librarian, students produce some
very respectable research because they
are aware these are real letters that will
bear their signatures and, perhaps, be
read by many people.
It is important to inform students that
they can request their names be withheld
when their letters are published, because
some students will write on topics that are

very personal and sensitive. One of my
students, for instance, wrote a letter to the
editor complaining about mandatory drug

testing conducted by her employer. For
obvious reasons, she did not want her
name to appear with her letter.
In most cases, though. I encourage
students to publish their opinions openly.

it does in English: to persuade students
that what they learn inside the classroom
is relevant outside the classroom as well.
It opens lines of communication between
instructor and students, and between students and the community. It teaches students one effective means of expressing
their opinions and advocating change.
Often when I turn to the editorial page,

I am gratified to find a letter written by a
former student of mine. It is rewarding to

know that when our students leave our
classes, they take what we have given
them out into the world.
Linda Evans holds an AA from Glendale Corn.

munity College. a BA in English and a MA with
rimphasts in professional writing from Arizona State
University, where she began teaching composition.
She has taught for the Maricopa Community College
District since 1986 and especially enjoys teaching

creative writing and technical krling. She is the
advisor for Rough Draft. the Chandler-Gilbert
Community College Center's creative writing magazine, and serves on the committee that designs the
composition curriculum for the new Macintosh lab.
She has written extensively on computers in education and is particularly interested in the computer as
a writing toot She divides her time among teaching,
freelance writing, and raising her daughter.

I compare writing a letter to the editor or a
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Several years ago, I remember feeling overwhelmed while

P.S. Several months after his

patient of mine who had just

Your response to these ques-

become a new father, At a time
when he should have been filled

tions Can give you direct feedback about your own approach

In an interview recentty, Boston University's Olin scholar of
applied ethics, Dr. Delattre, referred to a recent study of education in which over 30 percent
of the students Interviewed said

with pride and joy, he was in

toethical behavior. The answers

they think cheating is an ac-

Min, John (1990. May 31). Drug

deep despair; his son had been

He in how one views the out-

ceptable way to get ahead. The

come and Its effect on everyone
concerned: "Who won'?"

response from street gang

war takes toll on Integrity of U.S.

born with physical complica-

listening to the plight of a yotmg

fee of $18,000? Whet would you

have done had you been the
doctor?

For the child's six weeks of care,

practices of the medical profes-

members was, "The most important thing in life Is money."
Dr. Delattre summed it up by

the medical bill exceeded

sion in establishing medical

saying, "When people have that

$100,000.

fees, the doctor did not violate

kind of poverty of imimination,
when modey Is more important

tions that occurred at birth and
high medical expenses ensued.

Here was a young father
whose annual income was less
than $19,000. Tears came to my
eyes as he told me that the doctors bill alone was $18,000 - for

two relatively minor surgical
procedurs,, that took less than
tour hours to perform.
Admittedly, health care in our
nation is very expensive. The

Based upon the standard

any laws. HCONOVer, that does
not presuppose that the doctor's
behavior was ethical. Part of the
definition of ethics fa the specif-

ic moral choices made by the
Individual in his or her relationship to others; a rationality towards the highest level of survival of the individual, the group,
and humankind as a whole. Eth-

than who loves you, whose love

you deserve, (then) you have
social problems of great dimen-

sion" (Dillin, 1990). Indeed!

Along with the corruption

ics are enforced, arising from

tional backwash. Our leading
universities are now Including

conscience and intuition, based

the study of ethics as pal of the

those of my young patient was
so great that the societal implications are exremely detrimental.

on a code of moral conduct

curriculum. Businesses are

A study released in July 1990,
try the U.S. Department of Economics, reveals that our nations
wealthy have become 7 percent

adopted as a yardstick for the
conduct of individuals, groups
and society.
The American culture today
is suffering from a deterioration
of ethics in our society; In the
home, in business, in Proles-

sending their managers back to
school. Can ethics be learned In
the classroom? I am nal absolutely certain, but ifs clearly an

wealthier in the last 15 years
while poorer people have be-

*Ilonal sports, law enforcement,
in government, even in religious

come 11 percent poorer. These

figures ars based on actual

circles! A doctor conditiomid
towards materialistic goals is

person's on-going, diligent efforts to develop socially, intellectually, and spiritually. But

purchasing power. This trend is

not inclined towards ethical val-

marsJ for ethical thinking and

expected to continue; the gap
between the haves and havenote is widening even more.

ues. He or she is much more
inclined to buy Into the conclusions based strictly on accept-

In my opinion, the Increasing
lack of compassion of those who

able practices subscribed to by

behavior that will impact on
every level of our society. The
task for doing so will depend
mightily on our schools and

Did the doctor act within the
law? Waa the doctor unethical
or immoral by charging a large
fee? Asthma "right" or "wrong"
answer?
The Hippocratic Oath clearly

the profession. Isn't this the
basis of so many of society's

shot wound.
References

law enforcers. Christian Science Monitor, 1-2.

Roy C. Ammin has been a
member of the Mericope Com-

munity Colleges Governing

Board for the putter, years and
is serving as the board's president in 1990. Roy Arnrein, who
attended Phoenix College, hes
been a chiropractor I n the Valley for the past 31 years.

shimming from drugs, the situational ethics of the Sixties and
Seventies have created a na-

dismpancy between the doctor's earning capacities and

hareem! those who do not have
is a major cause of this condition. That leads me to ask the
following questions relating to
the young father's expertence:
Was the doctor's fee justified?

son's birth, the young father
died from a sell-inflicted gun

effort in the right dirtmtion. I
strongly feel that individual
ethics are the by-products of a

there must also be a public de-

colleges to lead the way.

ethical dilemmas today? Don't
we have a multitude of examples? Just look at the names in
the news: On Wall Street, 17

indictments in two years;
Charles Keating, Marion Berry,
Pete Rose, Jimmy and Tammy
Bakker, to name only a few!

POINT OF VIEW

ROY
AMREIN

states that the doctor's compassionate views toward patients is first and foremost. It

also states that the doctor
should do no harm.
Did this d.octor focus primarily on serving the father and his
child? Was the doctor, despite
the father's Inability to pay, justified in charging the establ ished
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Ethics. as I understand IL Is
an umbrella term meaning the
systematic examination of the
moral life. Ethics asks basically
two questions: "What should a
person do to live his or her life
as humanely as possible?" and
"What may one do to get the

many and varied. Now should
ono approach a request to assist at an abortion? Should one

today's medical ethics, it is important for them to examine their

moral positions .

agree to surrogate mother-

Several of the Ma ricopa Com-

hood? is suicide s morally viable

munity Colleges train nurses.

option in terminal illness?

These men and women will soon

Would the money spent on a

find themselves In reel-life situ-

The first

single liver transplant be bolter
spent on a prenatal clinic? in a

ations that will call upon them
to make decisions seriously af-

question identities the ends, or

society with finite resources,

fecting the lives of those in their

final goals of life; the second
searches tor the means of at-

who should be responsible for

taining those ends.

should not be allowed into an
intensive care unit?

care. Some of those decisions
will Involve morality more than
medicine. Since their actions

most out of life?"

Medical ethics is but one
spoke in that umbrella. II is the
application of moral principles

and theories to the practical
Problems of medical decision
making. These problems are

rationing health care? Who

The relative explosion of
medical technology has resulted in ethical choices and deci-

sion making on a scale never
dreamed of prior to this century. If ail moral principles were
harmoniously woven into the
same logical fabric. ethics would

can influence life and death, they
must understand why they have

said "Yes," as well as "No."
Tidy answers to all problems
exist in fairy tales. bul not in this
world. Still, real problems aro
pressing, and acVions must be

taken. Knowing something
about medical ethics allows

be self-evident. The fact that

health-care givers to abandon

these principles can come into
serious conflict with each other
on a case-by-case basis makes

prejudice for reason. This in I urn

it imperative that, at the very

importantly. to themselves.
Conscience need not make

least, those involved with patient
care be aware of medical ethical

guidelines.
On a day-to-day basis nurses

are involved with patient care

allows them to justify their actions not only to others but, more

cowards of us all If we fool that,

given a set of circumstances,
we are making the best possible

decision.

more closely than are other
health-care providers. In addition to having a mandato from

patients and their families to
provide comfort and promote
healing, they are also responsi-

ble for carrying out tho orders
of doctors. Conflicts can a nd do

arise, especially when nurses
aro requested to carry out orders which they may find morally repugnant. In the light of
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Dr. Harvey Turner graduated
!WM Columbia College in New

York and attended medical
school in Bern, Switzerland A
Fellow of the American College
of Surgeons, he is board certi-

fied in thoracic and vascular
surgery, despite his divam of
becoming a symphony conductor. He has written medical col-

umns for newspapers such as
the Milwaukee Sentinel and rho
Porthmd Oregonian, and is a
contributing author to Ausman
and Snyder's Medical Library Lawyer's Edition, 1900. This is
Harvey Turner's s;.-st year with
the Maricops Community College District as a part-time instructor of othks at OstoWay
Community Coilege's School of
Nursing.

The matter of ethics In the
community is a fairly recent historical phenomenon. 11 was tra-

ditionally defined as what was
practical or pragmatic tor a ruler or king. Machiavelli's Prince
was not bound by any notion of

5. honoring contracts and refraining from fraud or coercion:
6. developing personal honesty, responsibility and
industriousness; and
7. encouraging private con-

tributions to charity" (Ca-

what was right Or wrens, except

vanagh, 1976).

as it led to hls continued reign:
that continuance transcended
any moral qualms. More recent-

creed has such profound his-

ly, however, society has imposed on its citizens the expectafion that dealings with others

This traditional business
toric**, religious, and philo-

tive development; and
7. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/
COMPENSATION - social

sophical roots that 0 need not
be questioned. But this busi-

criminallon based on race,
creed, sex, handicap, etc."

ness creed is being quietly

(Sethi, 1987).

ought to be defined by a code
which is al limes more exten-

challenged with a vengeance in
some business circles, by a new

sive than the legal code. Yet the

breed of businesspeople. who
openly admit their private decisions have some effect on the
public (Bower, 1983).
Just as ethics provides the
ground rules for how a person
acts, bustness ethics provides
the ground rules try which an
organization should act. However, the business world has
traditionally disavowed any re-

difficulty of this code is that
since it is unwritten it may be
ignored or violated at will. This
is especiany true in the field of
business where the balance

sheet reigns supreme. Do
business ethics exist, or is one
management guru corre-t when
he contends there are no ethics
but individual ethics (Drucker,

plant locationsebandonmtmt,
profiteering, transfer pricing,
lochnology transfer, and fob
creation;
6. PERVERSION OF THE
PUBLIC PURPOSE - bribery,
trawl. tax evasion, mlutiocalion of resources, and exploi-

How can these problems be

solved? The primary focus of
business ethics I. to change

ness ethics exist, the ethical

focus of business ethics is

institutions over a period of

problems faced by the business

changing as enlightened busi-

world fall into two general

nesspeople find it is in their

several years, several generations or even several lifetimes.

groups. First, there are busi-

best interest to be ethical. Some
have even suggested that business is not concerned with how

Roving, Jotarph C I I 983) Mimic}

ethical it should be but rather

depletion, and shrinking forests
and wetlands. The second group

What are some of the problems facing the business world
that are business ethical problems? They include the following:
"1. CONSUMERISM - decep-

contains those problems
caused by society in which
business is a significant social
agent. In this second group are
such problems as poverty and
discrimination.
Since ethics deals with those
values a society should/could

embrace, business ethics focuses on those values an orga-

nization should/could uphold.

The traditional approach to

how much it can profit by being
ethical.

live advertising, pricing policies.

product quality, safety, and issues of fraud;
2. RESOURCE USE/ENVIRONMENT-pollution and waste
of scarce resources through etficientifrivolous use;
3. LABOR/INDUSTRIAL DE-

business ethics was more of a

MOCRACY - Job safety, wages.

creed that reflected seven basic
values:

worker welfare, pensions, job
security, meaningful work, the
export of jobs abroad, and the
codetermination of economic
structure by workers and man-

"1, protecting the interest of
property owners by promoting
efficiency, reducing goals. and
thereby Increasing profits:

2. encouraging respect for
the right of private property;

3. refraining from anticompetetive practices;
4, guarding freedom of labor,
owners, and consumers, and

agement;

4. ACCOUNTABILITY TO
SHAREHOLDERS - profits,
growth. disclosure, and share-

holders' voice in corporate

discouraging government in-

growth;
5. POVERTYSOCIAL INEQUALITY - obsolescence of ur-

terierence ;

ban capital, urban poverty,

f;7

nily College District. Atter earning a BS In Business from Arizona Slate ihriversity, he worked
in accounting1 marketing, and
graphic arts, and later returned
to A.S.U. to earn his JD In 1981.
N. has also completed most ot
the MBA program. He Is a prac-

ticing attorney In the areas of
Contract Law, Employment Die-

crimination, and general business areas. Edd Welsh Is mar-

ried and has one son who is
attending Creighton University.

How soon coo these probtoms be solved? Business

sponsIbility it might have toward
society. Fortunately. the primary

of social-ethical problems ineludes pollution, toxic waste.
nuclear contamination, ozone

rqmi, to the Wimps COMM-

War, and society In general, are
governed.

For those who believe busi-

ness actions that cause socialethical problems. This category

nix College since 1991 when hit

the rules of the game by which
business institutions in parlic.

ethics Is not a quick nx. h is a
tong historical process of social change. Unlike individual
ethics, business ethics problems involve the responsibilities of several Individuals and

1981)?

Edd Welsh has taught Business Law and the Legal Environment of Business at PhD,-

itlownces
mg lot eltomicy. matioging tor
tquity Harv.ird iilicfneSti Re
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Increasing the
Effectiveness of
Part-Time Faculty
John Lampignano

give us daily challenges. For the underprepared part-time instructor, the class-

room can become a confusing battle-

ground. Along with the challenge of

The Maricopa Community College
Diorict relies heavily on part-time instructors. Part-timers provide a means for enriching our programs and course offerings
by bringing the latest skills from the field to
the classroom. However, teaching is more

than a simple sharing of expertise.
Teaching requires unique skills. Ensuring

part-timers the opportunity to develop
teaching skills so students receive the
best education possible is incumbent upon
the institution.

Our heavy dependency on part-time
faculty is caused by two factors: 1) insufficient full-time faculty to teach courses
offered day and evening, and 2) a need for

fresh concepts and techniques that parttime faculty bring to the classroom and
department. To maintain currency in our

specialty courses requires that we use
experts working in the field. Part-timers
have the first-hand knowledge and experience which is critical for our students. For
example, in the medical field, advancements in technology require experts in the
field to bring these issues into the classMOM.

The process of organizing lectures,
preparing visual aids, soliciting classroom
participation, feedback, and assessment

teaching, there are attendance and grade
rosters to submit, tests to write and correct, visual aids to develop, and student
problems to resolve.
Be:Irice Davis stated in an October,

1987, Innovation Abstracts, "Part-time
faculty in two-year colleges have been
characterized in the literature as secondclass citizens and stepchildren." Indeed,
without the benefit of office space, part-

timers often become -phantom faculty"
who teach a class and then disappear
from campus. Staff development activities, division meetings, and in-service
sessions are held at times that normally do
not allow for part-timers' participation. The

majority of part-time faculty have other
jobs which serve as their primary employment and main focus of energy.
The Phoenix College Staff Development Office, in cooperation with the Bristol
Business School in Bristol, England, ad-

ministered a questionnaire to part-time
faculty from four community colleges and
three four-yearcolleges. In Kathie Driscoll's
executive summary (August, 1989) of the
survey findings of the community college
sample, only three topics are listed as high

priorities for professional development
activities for part-time faculty. They include: 1) teaching material development:
2) subject content development; and 3)
course design. One conclusion drawn from

may become barriers tor the part-time

the survey is thlt part-time faculty want

instructor. In the minds of many non-educators, teaching is an informal process of
sharing information with a group of willing

continuation of orientation with more
concrbte support vrom departments in tho

and equally prepared students. Profes-

areas of syllabus development, course
objective development, and outcome

sional educators, for the most part, understand the dynamic nature of teaching with
its varied interactions, modes of delivery.
and the other unpredictable variables that

identification.
A district-wide training and mentoring
program for part-time faculty can provide
the tools for excellence in the classroom,

40.

Lesson preparation, visual aids, questioning techniques, discipline issues, student

rum," an unstructured and open-ended

rights, and test writing would be a few

concepts, and general information with

topics presented in this program. The logistics of the program would be arranged
around the availability of the participants.
Summer, evening, or Saturday sessions
would be possible options, and all parttime faculty would be required to attend as
a condition of employment.
A series of lectures and workshops
would be taught by content professionals.

each other. It has been reported that these
informal forums have created a more cohesive bond among the faculty.
The Miami-Dade Community College

Teachers, administrators, and outside
experts would be recruited for various
sessions, Since the concepts of instruction are universal, these classes should
be made available to all part-time faculty,
regardless of their disciplines. To provide
continuity, the participants would agree to
attend all of the sessions during the training program.
Frequent evaluation and review of the

program would be needed to keep the
workshops fresh. To prevent stagnation,
the format and design of the workshops
would be examined often. Ownership of

meeting that allows faculty to share ideas,

District has developed a very assertive
proposal to increase the effectiveness of
all the faculty. By enhancing the skills of
the faculty through a process of evaluation, peer-mentoring, and continuing education, the district hopes to enhance student learning.
A first step is to investigate the orientation programs currently being offered at
each campus. The framework for a parttime faculty training program may already

be in existence. Second, incentives for
part-time faculty to complete a training
program must be examined. In the Miami-

Dade proposal, promotions and advancement on the salary schedule are
incentives for their full-time faculty to participate. We need to provide incentives for

a reasonable number of individuals on

part-time faculty to fit staff development
activities into their schedule. Finally, we
need input from the part-time faculty re-

each campus, to prevent the creation of a

garding their training needs. They will

monopoly that would prevent needed

provide us with direction in the development of the program.
Maricopa Community Colleges has

the workshops must be dispersed among

changes in their format.
Professional-growth activities for parttime faculty have been and are being held
at various campuses in our district. Under
the direction of Kathie Driscoll, a series of
classes and workshops were held for parttime instructors at Phoenix College. Many
of the issues and concepts mentioned in

this article were addressed in that program. Other orientation programs are being

organized and held at each of the district
campuses.
The Health Science Division at GateWay Community College has held yearly
in-service workshops for its full- and part-

time faculty. Over the past three years,
topics on media production, teaching objectives, assessment, and clinical evaluation have been discussed at these workshops. They provide not only an opportunity to share information, but also a forum
for full- and part-time faculty to meet and
share ideas and promote a sense of cohesion.
Staff development of part-time faculty
is becoming a national issue. A program is
operating at Santa Fe Community College
in New Mexico to update its faculty. Both
full- and part-time faculty are brought together each semester for a "Faculty Fo-
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the opportunity to be the largest community college district in the country. With size

comes the responsibility of providing the
highest quality of training and education.
The faculty serve as a valuable link with
the community. When faculty are better
prepared for the classroom, the students
emerging from these classrooms are better prepared to serve the community.
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Why Affects How

Electronic Forum

Continued from page 15

Continued from page 21

lege is the question of adaptation. Do
instructors conform to the students' ex-

a topic of much debate on the forums.
Although numerous students have com-

pectations or do they work to change their
motivational orientations? One instructor
who allowed a participant observer in her
class was respected by both students and
colleagues as an excellent teacher.

plained, most acknowledge that resources are finite and a fee would be justified.

The class was composed mainly of
nursing students who were, by and large.

As "Pixie Dust" (entry #35867 from
August 30, 1990) says, "When V 3t came
to GCC. I was completely computer illiterate. Now, I can use both the Mac and the

Requirement Meeters. The first exam

IBM compatible for writing papers and
graphing. That may not seem like a big

consisted mostly of multiple choice questions with one essay question and a few

deal to some, but it has helped me a lot in

short answer questions. When the in-

friends through the forum, friends I would
hate to lose. Yet, if they discontinue the
forum, lose them I would because this is
the only link I have with them....We all use

structor returned the test and was going
over the answers, students accepted the
grading of the multiple choice questions
without argument. However, they fought
bitterly with the instructor tor fractions of
points for their short answers and essay.
The hostility of the exchange caused the
instructor never to include short answer
and essay questions again. She adapted
to the Requirement Meeters by requiring
only bitting of information; the Requirement Meeters were not forced to adapt.
The challenge in recognizing the different motivations of students is to meet
students where they are, to know what

they expect, and to work with them to
change those expectations. Thus, students leaving the Maricopa Community
Colleges will have assimilated literacy and
critical thinking skills essential for the rest
of 1.1eir lives.
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many of my classes. I have also made

the same font on this computer but our
feelings and personalities come out in
what we write and how we write it. Some
forumers are not very talkative in person
but bloom on the computer....most of the
forumers wouldn't mind paying a luserl fee
as long as it's reasonable."

When the dust settles over the fee
issue, one truth will remain regarding elec-

tronic journals and public forums. Community colleges have encountered a resource that improves a number of student
skills and may help them stay in school,
linking them to a brighter future.
Cyndi Greening is a staff writer for Vision. As a
freelance writer, she has published numerous articles on writing, electronic communication, desktop
publishing, and electronic design. She completed
her undergraduate work at the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire in Telecommunications and Writing.
She teaches courses in writing, desktop publishing,
and advertising arts.
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